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News

Murray speaks to chamber on change
■ Murray and the
Chamber of Commerce
are looking for more
partnerships between the
two communities.

While underage
drinking is on the
rise nationally, local
officials say they
have kept the
numbers low
through education.

Brandon Avery
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Laker Life

g Grand Valley
social work
students share
their experience
of working with
HIV/AIDS
patients in South
Africa.

A&E

Grand Valley lumthorn / Abbey Hettmansperger
Many people attended last Thursday's Allendale Chamber of Commerce meeting. This was
President Murray's first time at the meeting. After lunch and remarks from other city members,
Murray spoke about the importance of education and the correlation between GVSU and the
the city of Allendale.

After 9-11 colleges
offer more Middle
Eastern studies

President Murray visited the
Allendale Area Chamber of Commerce
last Thursday to address the group about
Grand Valley State University. It is the
first time a GVSU president has done so.
The president’s address began with
affirmations for Grand Valley. Murray
said the school has thrived since its begin
ning, stressing the importance of educa
tion, and stating that Grand Valley could
be one of the great stories of growth.
Murray said that Grand Valley previ
ously set a precedent for quality and
allowed student enrollment to steadily

grow. He said the next phase would be for
the university to keep its quality while
slowing its growth.
“We have raised the minimum ACT
score by a point and we raised the grade
point average by a tenth of a point,”
Murray said. “I think over time we will be
getting a little bit tougher to get in.”
Besides raising ACT and grade point
averages, university officials may be
looking at imposing a mandatory two
years of language in high school. By
doing this, they hope to be able to keep
GVSU’s community air and direct class
room instruction from professors. Murray
stressed that he would like to keep the
changes gradual.
Another major step Grand Valley is
looking at involves making the campus
more residential. The president indicated
that Allendale will play an intricate part in
making this happen.
“The development of living centers is
well complemented as commercial activi
ty expands in Allendale,” Murray said. “I
PLEASE SEE CHAMBER, 13

P'tco is

Rachel Izzo
Grand Valley Lanthorn

The university’s
first Dance
Ensemble
Spring Concert
was held last
weekend,
bringing
hundreds of
patrons to
campus.

Sports

More than six months after the Sept. 11 ter
rorist attacks, the nation is still feeling the rip
pling effects.
From national security to the classroom,
interest in the Middle East has risen, but follow
ing last fall’s attacks many schools across the
nation found themselves with little to offer in
the area of Middle Eastern studies.
The University of Iowa hired a half-time vis
iting professor who does not have a P.h. D. to
teach Middle Eastern studies.
Harvard University received a $1.5 million
from an alumna and is currently looking for an
professor who teaches Arabic. A trustee at the
University of Dallas offered $2 million to help
create an Institute of Hebrew and Islamic
Studies.
At Grand Valley State University, a Middle
Eastern studies program has been in place for
Five years. However, students can only get a
minor in the program.
“We have always had full enrollment in the
classes we offer,” said GVSU professor Jim
Goode. “I don’t believe we have room for much
expansion. I’m not aware that there is a great
back log of students trying to get into classes.”
However, Goode said that a section of
Introduction to Middle Eastern Studies was
added this semester.
“This is a very important part of the world
for people to know about,” Goode said. “It
opens up a whole area of the world which most
students are unfamiliar with. They have an

Grand Valley Lanthorn / Brad Klosner
In a montage of colors, disco balls and groovin’, the Latino Student Union dance last Saturday made Studio 54 look like a high school
homecoming event.

PLEASE SEE STUDIES, 13

-i r| NATIONAL
AU CHAMPS: The
Laker wrestling
team earns the
title for the sec
ond year in a row.

Downtown

7 th annual WGS festival
Psychology masters
promotes gender, activism program is approved;
■ The festivalfeatured
now awaits funding
events like a film festival,
speakers and panel
discussions.
Katie Van Loo
Grand Valley Lanthorn

12 GV Sports wraps

up its season
soon, and workers
have left their mark
on the program
through the
institution of
several new
concepts.

This past week the 7th annual Women
and Gender Studies Festival was held at
Grand Valley State University.
On Saturday, March 16 a film festival
was presented at Loosemoore Auditorium
at the DeVos Center on GVSU’s down
town campus. The films ranged in topic,
but all were selected for their ability to
represent gender and activism, the theme
of the festival. Afterward, GVSU film
professors Pete Porter and Barbara Roos
led a panel discussion.
On Monday and Tuesday, March 18

and 19, the Women and Gender Studies
festival was held in the Kirkhof Center.
The topics covered ranged considerably
from
“Feminist Philosophy and
Community
Engagement"
to
“Fosterparenting Refugee Children as
Activism.”
Linda Chown, director of Grand
Valley’s WGS program and chair for the
festival, estimated that at least 400 stu
dents, faculty, and GVSU community
members attended the first day’s events.
Participant reactions to the festival
were overwhelmingly positive.
Meghan Jiurke, a Grand Valley stu
dent, participated in a panel discussion
entitled “Activism Revisited” with
Writing
Center Director Denise
Stephenson.
“Our panel focused on the many ways
that we as women have filled some sort of
activist role, from writing letters to get
ting arrested, and we talked about the
PLEASE SEE WGS, 14
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16 Elementary students
learn the step-bystep process of
making maple syrup
at the Blandford
Nature Center.

rand Valley lanthorn t Patrick Millard

Jesse Yedinak. Pennie Alger. Trasv Van Slooter. and Kelley Gill, all members of Focus On
Rethinking Gender Education (FORGE), lead a discussion panel about abortion rights during
the Women and Gender Studies Festival on Monday.

■ Once funding is
approved the psychology
department expects up to
18 students in the
program per semester.
Nate Thompson
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Great opportunities await for students
who are involved in psychology and
want to take their education a step high
er. That is the thinking of the Grand
Valley State University psychology
department and their goal of adding a
master’s program.
Bob Henderson, who is the head of
the Psychology department, said the
University Academic Senate has
approved the program, but the program
will not go into full affect until the mas
ter’s program can receive the needed
funding from Grand Valley.
"There is a task force at the Academic
Senate to determine what the main prin
ciples of the program should be, and that
will help determine how much funding
our program should receive," Henderson
said.
Once the funding is approved,
Henderson expects up to 18 students per
year to enroll in the master’s program,
with a selective admission to determine
which students should be accepted.
Henderson said there are many rea
sons why the psychology department has
decided to add a master’s program.
One of the most influential aspects
has been the increase in size of the
department, as well as the number of stu
■

dents and researchers in the field.
"We have reached a state where it is
time to enrich the department by adding
a master’s program,” Henderson said.
“Our department has increased so much
and we have many active researchers, so
we feel that by adding this, it will really
benefit students who want to continue
their education in psychology."
Henderson said the program would
focus on two separate training sessions,
which will be clinical and individual
organization training.
He also said that the master’s pro
gram would be placed on the Allendale
campus, since the department is current
ly located there already.
Grand Valley senior and psychology
major Kristin Glaser thinks the master’s
program is a great idea because of the
benefits it will bring to students.
"I think it’s wonderful that psycholo
gy majors might now have the opportu
nity to gain even more education in a
master’s program,” she said. “I think it
really benefits students because it would
help greatly with their future careers in
psychology.”
Henderson said they have put a great
deal of thought into this program, and
while it might be beneficial for some, he
still might have concerns with the under
graduate programs first.
"Our main goal is to strengthen both
graduate and undergraduate students,”
Henderson said. “If for some reason our
master’s program really cannibalizes our
undergraduate programs, we would defi
nitely eliminate the master’s program.
"Even so, we are very excited about
what lies ahead,” he said. “ We really
think we have a superb program, and we
are excited at the opportunities it has.”
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POLICE
BEAT
3/3/02
Operating Under the Influence of Alcohol, Stafford Living
Center. One cited, subject lodged at Ottawa County Jail. Subject
is a student. Closed. '
Use of marijuana, ^linor in Possession, GVA-Oakland. Two
cited. Subjects are not students. Minor in Possession, same loca
tion. One cited. Subject is a student. Closed.
Maintenance was called to fix a light fixture. Closed.
Trespass, Robinson Living Center. Subject trespassed from all
GVSU property. Subject is not a student. Closed.
Larceny, Weed Living Center. Victim reported personal items
stolen from unlocked room. Victim is a student. Open.
Larceny, Fieldhouse locker room. Victim reported personal item
stolen from unlocked locker. Victim is a student. Open.
3/4/02

Hit & Run, Service Building Parking Lot. Property damage.
Report taken for insurance purposes. Closed.
Medical, Fieldhouse Arena. Victim fractured bone in foot due to
stepping off bleacher and rolling foot. Victim is a visitor. Closed.
3/5/02

Traffic Accident, GVSU Lot B. Property damage. Report taken
for insurance purposes. Closed.
Traffic Accident, Kirkhof Center Parking Lot. Property damage.
Report taken for insurance purposes. Closed.
Medical, Lake Michigan Hall. Victim slipped on stairs and
injured knee. Treated at scene by reporting Officer. Victim is an
employee. Closed.
Traffic Accident, West Campus Drive/Laker Drive. Property dam
age. Report taken for insurance purposes. Closed
Traffic Accident, West Campus Drive/Laker Drive. Property dam
age. Report taken for insurance purposes. Closed.
Medical, inside loading dock at DeVos Center. Victim slipped and
fell on wet floor. Transported self to Spectrum Health
Occupational West. Victim is an employee. Closed.
3/6/02

Larceny, Laker Village Apartments. Victim reported personal
item stolen. Victim is a student. Open.
3/9/02

Medical, Fieldhouse Arena. Victim suffered possible skull frac
ture due to falling in a basketball game. Treated at scene by train
ers, Allendale Fire & Rescue, Life EMS and Reporting Officer.
Transported to Spectrum Downtown by Life EMS. Victim was a
visitor. Closed.
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WIN TWO
FREE MOVIE
TICKETS
Find Louie The
Laker ONLINE
AND WIN!
Win two free movie tickets to the Cinemark
theatre in the Rivertown Crossings Mall. It's
easy! Just visit www.lanthorn.com and find
Louie hidden on the site. Click on his picture
and submit your name to win!

Contest runs from
Thursday through
Monday at noon.
Winners names will
be published
weekly in the
Lanthorn
and online!

www.lanthorn.com
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Campus
from press reports

Grand Valley regreteatattves visit WasMagtea
Student senate president Ben
Witt and vice president for appro
priations, Thomn Bell, spent two
days in Washington D.C to lobby
for resolutions passed over the last
few years
Witt and Bell went with Matt
McLogan, GVSU’s Vice President
of University Relations, and had
meetings scheduled with several •
legislators, including Debbie
Stabenow and Vem Ehlers.

High school Science
Olympiad earnests GVSU
GVSU is hosting the 18th
Regional Science Olympiad on
March 23. Forty-six junior high
teams and 29 high school teams
will be competing in 23 different
teams.
Dozens of faculty and students
are volunteering to help run the
events.

Daw president gives
lecture at GVSU
Michael D. Parker, the Dow
Chemical Co. President and Chief
Executive Officer, will be speaking
at Grand Valley State University
on "Seeking Sustainability through
the Power of Chemistry,” in the
Ott Lecture series.
Parker’s lecture will give the
benefits that chemistry brings to
the world, as well as the responsi
bility to manage the power of
chemistry in a sustainable way.
Parker has participated in a wide
variety of assignments in research,
manufacturing and the commercial
area since he began his career at
Dow in 1968.
The lecture will be Thursday,
March 21 at 7:30p.m. in the alum
ni house on the Allendale campus.
The lecture is the second in the
series, which was established
through a donation from Dr.
Arnold C. and Marion Ott.
Ott is a former GVSU trustee
who served on the board for 28
years and served as the chairman
from 1978-1984.
For more information contact
Chemistry Department Chair
Harvey Nikkei at 616-895-3617 or
e-mail at nikkelh@gvsu.edu.

Companies crack down on sharing music
Dianne Christensen
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Students who share music
files may be unhappy to know
that they are now being hunted
down by record producers and
officials at major universities are
being asked to kick these stu
dents off networks.
Sony Music Entertainment
and the Record Industry
Association are now pinpointing
music file-sharers at universi
ties.
Net-PD, a London-based
company, is helping them find
students at universities, who are
uploading music to the net and
sharing it with others. Net-PD
has asked officials at Yale
University and the University of
North Carolina to notify stu
dents who are uploading music
to the Internet and allowing oth
ers students to download it. Only
the students uploading the files
are being contacted, but not the
ones downloading it.
As of now, university offi
cials are not punishing the stu
dents, according to Yale Daily
News.
Grand
Valley
State
University student Tom Love
does not think that students
should be punished because they
are not breaking the law.
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Eran case will lie debated
at Grand Valley
A panel of experts will discuss
the issue of how to avoid the next
Eron case in a breakfast forum
called “Current Issues Concerning
Disclosure and Off-Balance Sheet
Liabilities.”
The forum will be on Tuesday,
March 26 at 7:30a.m. in the
Loosemoore Auditorium of the
DeVos Center on GVSU’s Pew
Grand Rapids Campus.
The forum is sponsored by
GVSU’s Seidman School of
Business, the law firm of Warner,
Norcross and Judd, LLP, and
Investment Analysts Society of
Chicago, Western Michigan
Chapter.
Speakers will include financial
analyst Kurt Arvidson and Ted
Fuger, GVSU accounting professor
Joseph Godwin and Seidman
School of Business Dean David E.
Mielke, and attorneys Hugh
Makens and Eliza Henningfeld.
The panel discussion begins at
8a.m. and will close at 10:15p.m.
There will be free parking avail
able in GVSU’s Watson Lot, south
of Secchia Hall.
For more information or reser
vations call Becky at 616-3367100.
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Napster Preview
Grand Valley Lanthorn/ Adam Bird I

Napster quickly became one of the most popular sites for people to down load music.

“It is unfair, because it’s
helpful if you are thinking about
buying a CD. I buy less music I
don’t listen to because I can
check it out first,” Love said.
“Mp3s just aren’t as good quali
ty. I download it first, and then

buy the CD. I don’t buy any less
music. It’s not stealing and stu
dents shouldn’t be punished for
it.”
Although Grand Valley cur
rently does not have the soft
ware to see which students are

music file-sharing, it is being
monitored, said Sue Korzinek,
director of information technol
ogy“We are allowing music
downloading at a minimum for
now,” Korzinek said.

Education is lowering frequency of
underage drinking, local officials say
Danielle McGillis
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Although consumption of
alcohol at an early age is on the
rise nationally, local officials
say that through education and
prevention programs underage

students are not drinking as fre
quently as they have in previous
years.
According to a two-year
study conducted by Columbia’s
National Center on Addiction
and Substance Abuse, “There is
an epidemic of underage drink
ing that germinates in elemen-

Women's Center is seek
ing peer educators
The Sexual Assault Peer
Education Program is a new pro
gram at Grand Valley State
University, and they are looking
for sexual assault peer educators.
The program involves a largescale effort to provide year-long
education to students on the issue
of sexual assault in hopes of stop
ping it.
Both men and women are
encouraged to take part as peer
educators.
Interested people must have a
passion for the issue of sexual
assault and desire to end it, com
mitment to educating peers on the
subject, willingness to serve in an
advocacy roles for victims, and the
ability to be a member of a team.
The selection process will take
place in April for the 2002-2003
school year.
To become a peer sexual assault
educator interest people must
attend one of the two informational
sessions on March 25 at 3:30 p.m.
in Kirkhof Center, or March 26 at
9 p.m. in Padnos Hall room 108.
For more information call the
Women’s Center at 616-895-2748.

Rachel Izxo, News Editor
newsQlanthorn. com

tary and middle schools, —and
adults share most of the blame.”
The study concluded that
many parent’s ambivalence con
tributes to the problem of teen
drinking.
Nancy Harper, director of
the Alcohol Education Research
and Training labs at Grand
Valley State University, said
parents in Ottawa County are
really unaware that their under
age children are consuming
alcohol.
“A vast majority of the par
ents say their kids don’t drink,
and the surveys say that the kids
are, so there is a lot of parental
ignorance on the issue,” Harper
said.
She said that some parents
just don’t recognize the signs or
symptoms or else they think
they are helping their kids out
by letting them have a few
drinks at home with them. But
those actions are very danger
ous.
Harper said that those
actions can lead to heavy drink
ing and a third of the students
that drink at Grand Valley have
been heavily drinking before
they entered college.
“When entering freshmen
were polled at Grand Valley a

majority assumed that 80 - 94
percent of the students drink
daily,” Harper said.
“However, only 4 percent of
students at Grand Valley drink
every week, and on average, a
student has zero to three drinks
when they go to a party or a
bar,” she said. “In fact, there are
about 5,000 students on campus
who don’t want to drink and
dozens of them help out in the
ALERT labs.
“I’ve seen surveys and
reports on drinking among stu
dents in Ottawa County and they
may be a little less, but basically
the same as the rest of the coun
try.”
Dan Jounker, curriculum
director for Allendale district
schools, said the latest Search
Institute Study, which is regular
ly performed every two years,
shows a decrease in alcohol con
sumption.
The study, which was com
pleted in November 2000 and
published in January of 2001,
surveyed students in grades 6-12
on their drinking habits.
Jounker said the number of
students that consumed one or
more alcoholic drinks in the past
PLEASE SEE DRINK, 14

Relay for life comes to GVSU for first time
Mark McGarry
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Helen Keller once said, "Although the
world is full of suffering, it is also full of
overcoming it."
To help overcome some of that suffering
the Cancer Awareness Resistance Education
Organization is hosting Grand Valley State
University’s first Relay for Life.
Relay for Life originated in Tacoma,
Washington in 1985. Since then, the
American Cancer Society reports that the
relay has spread to every state including
Guam and Saipan.
Last year the American Cancer Society
raised a net total of $212 million. According
to that society, the money raised goes into
research studies. Some of the breakthroughs
that the money has helped advance are the
pap smear and bone marrow transplants.
The money also helps provide support for
the patients during and after cancer.
Usually Grand Valley has a joint relay
for life with Allendale. This year they have
decided to do their own. Riley Kenny, a
member of the organization, seemed to be
optimistic about the event. He said the
organization is predicting to raise about
$23,000.

Kenny explained that the relay involves
teams of 10 people. These people go out and
sell illuminating bags with the names of
cancer sufferers or of those that cancer has
claimed. During the opening ceremony on
April 13 the bags will be lit in honor of all
those who are battling the disease or have
been taken by it.
"The walk starts at night to symbolize
the darkness of the finding out one has can
cer to the morning or light when that person
is better," Kenny said.
To relay will open with about 50 cancer
survivors taking an opening lap around
Grand Valley’s track. From 9 p.m. - 9 a.m.
one person from each of the teams must be
on the track at all times.
"They can walk, run, or have a wheel
barrel race but at least one person has to be
on the track from each team for the full 12
hours," Kenny said.
Currently there are 33 teams for the
relay, or rather 330 people participating.
"We encourage everyone to come and
participate in the event," Kenny said.
The event is open to all Grand Valley
students. Students interested in participating
or in helping with the event can contact
C.A.R.E at AmericanCancerSociety@hotmail.com. Students may also leave a note in

the C.A.R.E mailbox in 008 Kirkhof. Also,
if students know of a cancer survivor who
would like to participate in the ceremony
they are encouraged to contact C.A.R.E by
April 1.
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New undergraduate major approved at GVSU
Ann Pearson
Grand Valley Lanthorn

A new undergraduate major
through
the
Center
of
Entrepreneurship was recently
approved at Grand Valley State
University.
Although the major will
most likely not be applied to
GVSU curriculum until after the
fall 2002 semester, many activi
ties in the area of entrepreneurship are available through the
Collegiate
Entrepreneurs
Organization.

CEO is a student group
established at GVSU in 2001 by
Jim Murray. It is the major glob
al entrepreneurship program
found on campuses worldwide.
The organizations faculty
advisor Tom Schwarz said the
program is popular to a variety
of majors, from graphic artists
and musicians to engineers.
"Entrepreneurship is taking
an idea and creating a business,"
he said. "It’s a mesh of creativi
ty and business."
"It’s for someone who wants
to be the next Bill Gates,"

l

Schwarz said.
CEO is seen as the steppingstone into the new entrepreneurship major. They host events
such as an upcoming event
where Gregory S. Gilmore,
owner of the B.O.B., will speak
about owning one’s own busi
ness and distribute marketing
packets.
The event was originally
scheduled for March 7, but was
postponed. The new date has yet
to be announced.
Other events the CEO partic
ipates in includes a trip to two

conferences, one at Eastern
Michigan University and the
other directly following at
Miami University.
Some CEO members are
planning on attending the con
ferences for both education and
fun.
Conference speaker cate
gories will include areas from
business planning, financing and
computer skills. Competitions
will also be included.
"It’s a great opportunity for
the students to just have fun,"
Schwarz said.

Korzinek explained that the
university’s network only allows
so much bandwidth, a channel
through which information can
be passed. Downloading music
files takes up much of this space
and that is why officials are con
cerned.
During the day, she says
music file-sharing is limited
because other students are using
the Internet for research studies.
At night, the network opens it up
to allow more music file-shar
ing, because fewer students typ
ically do research at this time.
“We don’t want to limit
academic resources,” Korzinek
said.
Grand Valley students say
they download music and do not
consider it stealing.
“I download Mp3s and put it
on a CD. I don’t consider it
stealing, because you can share a
hamburger with someone,” said
freshman Don Shattuck.
“I download music every
once in awhile,” said junior
Mark Hannah. “It’s not stealing.
If they don’t want us to do it,
then they should make it so we
can not do it.”
Record producers have been
trying to put these file-sharers to
PLEASE SEE MUSIC, 14

Pink eye
breaks
out at
colleges
RachelIzzo
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Students with red, irritated
eyes might want to watch for
other symptoms such as blurry
vision, sticky eyelids and
increased sensitivity to light,
because some experts warn that
conjunctivitis, or pink eye, is
on the rise.
Colleges across the nation
have been reporting outbreaks
of pink eye, and experts fear
that the outbreaks could grow
as college students spread out
across the country after spring
break.
At Dartmouth University
almost 500 students have
reported the eye infection since
January. According to an
Associated Press article, the
number of outbreaks at
Dartmouth is five time higher
than normal.
At Princeton University
more than 250 students have
reported pink eye infections
since last month.
While there haven’t been
huge numbers reported at
Grand Valley State University,
Christy Smolenski, a nurse
practitioner at the GVSU
Health Center said that she has
noticed an increase.
“In the past month I have
seen a few cases,” she said.
There are three kinds of
pink eye: allergic, viral and
bacterial. A possible watery or
pus-like discharge may accom
pany the infection.
“Both the viral and bacteri
al are highly contagious, and
those are the two we have been
seeing,” Smolenski said.
Pink eye is caused by aller
gies, bacteria, viruses, or chem
icals, and depending on the
type of infection medication
may or may not be necessary.
The bacterial usually last
about seven days, Smolenski
said.
“The bacterial has more of
a thick pus accompanying it,”
she said. “Sometimes the eye
lids can be stuck together in the
morning.”
The viral infection may last
for a couple of weeks, and
Smolenski said if symptoms
still persist after a visit to the
doctors then something else
may be accompanying the eye
infection.
“It is important, if symp
toms persist, to have it checked
out again,” she said.
According the McKinley
Health Center at the University
of Illinois, students can prevent
the spread of pink eye by not
sharing eye make-up or wash
cloths, washing hands frequent
ly, wearing protective goggles
if they are exposed to chemical
that are irritating, and avoid
swimming in non-chlorinated
pools and ponds.
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Ballot bothers
Student Senate narrowly passed a very important resolution last
Thursday, with 13 senators voting yes, nine voting no and 11 absten
tions. The much-debated issue was regarding a last-minute trip to
Washington, D.C. by senate president Ben Witt and Thomn Bell, vicepresident of political actions. They were invited by Matt McLogan,
GVSU’s vice president of university relations, to take part in several
meetings he had scheduled with legislators such as state Senator Debbie
Stabenow and state Reps. Vem Ehlers and Pete Hoekstra.
Because the details of the trip were not finalized until recently, the fund
ing request did not make it in by the necessary three weeks prior to the
general assembly meeting it is presented at, a rule that is mandated by
Vice-President of appropriations Heath Sabin. However, the request was
brought before the senate cabinet and was passed before being presented
to the general assembly.

GVLI SPEAK UP_____________________________________________________
This week the Grand Valley Lanthorn asked six community members:

What do you think about attendance policies?

The debate over whether the resolution should be passed or not by the
general assembly turned into a decision of merit over policy, several
senators said. Sabin chose to vote no, saying that he did not want to
extend favoritism to the senate over other student organizations. Katie
Amholt and Nate Bauer both chose to abstain from voting. Amholt,
who is on the appropriations committee, said she did not like the way it
was handled because it was not presented to the committee first. Bauer
said he did not have enough information to vote yes or no. Senator Mike
Eichberger voted yes on the resolution because he said it was a great
opportunity for students to get their voices heard at the capital.
In a situation such as this, it is understandable that the senators had a
difficult time deciding how to vote. On one hand, they had a great
opportunity to send someone to meet with legislators and voice concerns
and opinions on behalf of Grand Valley students and those around the
state. But on the other hand, those behind the resolution strayed a bit
from the normal policy. And there’s also the issue of fiscal responsibili
ty, which has been a topic at recent senate meetings.

"It's never affected me. but I
think if you can do well without
being there, then there's no
reason to go."

"It probably affected my grade
freshman year during lecture
classes. In a lecture hall you
can skip unnoticed. My classes
now don't have policies. You
still have to go or you'll miss a
lot of information."

Brock Blanchard
Sophomore
Marketing

Kelly Alvesteffer
Senior
Math
’
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"I don't pay attention to it,
because I don't ever skip. I only
miss for emergencies.
Professors have the policies to
motivate students to attend.
Teachers often add information
during class that isn't in the
book. If you're not there, you
can do badly on exams."
David Moncada
Senior
Math

Was this a wise use of $1850? It is probably one of the best ways stu
dent senate has spent money all year. Bringing in A-list entertainers is
always a treat for students, but no long-term value exists. This trip to
Washington will hopefully provide just that. And what good would it do
to pass a number of resolutions dealing with federal law if they never
get outside the walls of Grand Valley, to the people that they were meant
to address?
This is one situation where the senators who abstained from voting may
have valid reasons for doing so, but the ones who passed the resolution
should be thanked. They did not do it for Ben Witt, or for the student
senate, but on the behalf of the entire student body. They did their jobs.

GVL | OPINION POLICY
The Ultimate goal of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn opinion page is to stimulate
discussion and action on topics of inter
est to the Grand Valley Community.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn welcomes
reader viewpoints and offers three vehi
cles of expression for reader opinions:
letters to the editor, guest columns and
phone responses.
Letters must be signed and accompa
nied with current picture identification.
Letters will be checked by an employee
of the Grand Valley Lanthorn.
Letters appear as space permits each
issue. The limit for for letter length is
one page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense letters and columns for

length restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will not be
held responsible for errors that appear in
print as a result of transcribing hand
written letters.
The name of the author is usually pub
lished but may be withheld for com
pelling reasons.

Vance Owen
Junior
Bio Med

Elanette Yehuda
Freshman
Engineering

"I don't think you should have
to go since we're paying for the
classes. It's never affected my
grade, but I always pay atten
tion to it."
Tracy Nye
Freshman
Athletic Training

Watch for this computer icon. It points to
special on-line extras. Just one more way we
are trying to get you the news!

Send letters to:
Editor - Grand Valley Lanthorn
100 Commons
Grand Valley State University
Allendale, MI 49401-9403
Or e-mail them to:
editorial@lanthorn.com

"It hasn’t affected my grades, so I
don't really have a problem with
it. I pay attention to it in case
something comes up and have to
follow the professor’s procedure.
I think you need a policy, other
wise people will just skip out."

"Policies have never hurt me,
because I don't skip. I believe it
should be up to the professor
depending on the class. As long as
they state the policy in the beginning.
I have seen people get cut from
classes because of it. but I wouldn't
feel sorry for them at all."

www.lanthorn.com
www.lanthorn.com

-get y0Ur news!

GVL I STUDENT OPINION

Grand Valley fails to give liberal education
Adam Bird

writes for the
GVL Student
Opinion. His
views do not
necessarily
represent those
of the
newspaper.

At first the question seems
quite reasonable. "What is going
to be on the test?"
This is heard a lot in many of
my classes, and the professors
respond and oblige by giving
lengthy review sessions, practice
tests and handouts. But as a
practice, does this spoon-fed sys
tem of learning really benefit
those in the process of a liberal
education?
Here is a quote from the stu
dent handbook, from the section
labeled "The University and its
Objectives:" "Liberal education
values permeate the major pro
grams... both the traditional lib
eral arts and sciences disciplines
and the professional programs."
According to Webster’s
Dictionary, liberal means appro
priate or fitting for a broad and
enlightened mind.
Do we as a campus commu
nity witness a curriculum perme
ated with "liberal education val

ues?" Does Grand Valley pro
mote a ‘broad and enlightened
mind’?
My opinion is an informed
and educated “no.”
Grand Valley has become
another battle ground like so
many other institutions of higher
education, where education for
the purpose of personal enlight
enment is having to compete
with the students participating
merely to get a degree to get a
job to make money, not to
become better individuals.
As much as this is a problem
with the attitudes of students,
let’s also recognize that the fac
ulty are also complicit in this
problem.
Not by ignoring the problem,
but by being party to it, part and
parcel from using poor curricu
lum to giving out questions for
the test before the test is even
given.
If students are here for a lib

eral education, then their focus
should be the education, not the
end result of the degree. In the
halls and the classes students are
asking what the professors want:
What is wanted on assignments,
papers, lab work and on tests.
Is this outcome-based learn
ing really liberal, or even educa
tional? Too often the worries of
the students are on passing the
tests, not understanding the
material. More fundamentally, is
regurgitating knowledge in
papers and on tests education or
learning?
Webster’s definitions of edu
cation and leamingEducation: The systematic
development and cultivation of
the natural powers, by inculca
tion, example, etc.
Learning: To acquire knowl
edge of or skill in by observa
tion, study, instruction. To fix in
the mind.
Do we as students want to be

V

educated or learned? Faculty, do
you want to be educators or
instructors?
Remember, as similar as
those labels are, they are by no
means the same.
It is important to give credit
where credit is due, to the stu
dents and faculty who challenge
the educational system and culti
vate themselves through this
institution.
There are members of the
Grand Valley community who
are fighting to educate, and not
learn their students, and we
should applaud their efforts.
As students we need to
become more responsible for our
own education. More involve
ment by becoming educated
members of this institution rather
then learned individuals.
I also challenge the faculty of
this institution to cultivate their
students minds through ques
tions and assignments designed

to provoke thoughts and ideas,
and not just assess the knowl
edge students have absorbed
over the course of the semester.
As much as the students need
to change, it is the faculty that
will have to lead the way as both
role models and educators.
If Grand Valley is to maintain
its role as an institute for higher
education, then students and fac
ulty members need to address
the learning that occurs in this
institution, and compound with it
some comprehensive, liberal
education. The road of educa
tion is not one that is traveled by
all, and it is never simple or
easy.
But, like Robert Frost said, “I
took the one less traveled by,
and that has made all the differ
ence.”
You can contact Adam Bird by emailing him at
hi rda@ student yvsu. edu
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sl Becoming a generation lost in late night TV
Daily Utah
Chronicle
Student Opinion.
Her views do not
necessarily
represent those
of the
newspaper.

(U-WIRE) SALT LAKE CITY - Let’s
face it, late-night television is entertaining.
You've got celebrity interviews, funny
(albeit extremely stupid) skits and perform
ers shamelessly promoting their bands on
national television.
However, much like any other vice in
the world, moderation is the key. And, in
light of the recent debacle about ABC
replacing "Nightline" with "The Late Show
with David Letterman," this lesson is all the
more relevant.
As college students (and professors), we
face erratic hours, striving to fit in every last
task before the night expires. However, in
the waning hours between our busy lives on
campus and a few precious hours of sleep
exists that glowing box that lures us to its
oftentimes-brainless lair.
While angry former congressmen wrote
letters to the New York Times after the news
about the possible switch leaked out of
ABC’s labyrinthine bowels, and before it
was clear that Koppel would indeed stay on
the air, I opened the Salt Lake Tribune in
search of an answer to the question: Would
intelligence after 10:30 p.m. survive without
"Nightline?"
The answer? Well, Mr. Trebek, I wrote:
What is a snowball's chance in hell. And
what did I wager? At least 30,000 of my
hard-earned college brain cells. The viable
options to replace "Nightline" were "The
Late Show," which boasted its line-up as
"Bear expert Timothy Treadwell and actress
Cate Blanchett," or "The Jeff Corwin
Experience," where "Jeff wrestles a big
caiman and rescues a giant anaconda."
Unless U.S. troops are fighting bears in
Afghanistan or using snakes to strangle
approaching Taliban forces, not a single
drop of news can be squeezed out of this
late night sponge.
So why is it truly important for our gen
eration to watch a man twice (maybe three)
times our age spend 30 minutes each night
reporting in-depth stories about what's hap
pening around the world?
Perhaps it's just that? Koppel takes his
viewers outside of their comfortable milieu
and drops them into the intense and some
times frightening environment know as "the
outside world."
In his March 5 New York Times letter to
the editor regarding the network fiasco,
Newt Gingrich adamantly stated that he

"found that ‘Nightline' was in genuine pur
suit of knowledge and truth."
Hmmm, sounds like something we
should be familiar with, something called
college -- where we peel off the onion-esque
layers of an issue, throw them into the skil
let known as a classroom and let them sim
mer.
Gingrich continued his letter, adding that
"Nightline" was willing to "take the time to
explore complex issues, giving its viewers
insight and understanding that other pro
grams fail to provide."
It’s not that there are not other news
options. Of course, you can turn to CNN.
However, with the newly added entertain
ment coverage and sports ticker on steroids,
the amount of superfluous information CNN
manages to fit on the screen is baffling.
It's hard enough to see the face of the
reporter, let alone to focus, as he or she tries
to explain the history of Middle Eastern
conflicts in less than 15 seconds. In fact, the
station even advertises its sheer lack of indepth reporting with its motto, "Real news.
Real fast."
If that's not enough to convince you that
"Nightline" is the last bastion of in-depth
nighttime news reporting, look at it this
way. As a college student, would you rather
watch 30 minutes of Oprah's book club, or
hold an engaging discussion late into the
night with friends about a novel you are
reading in class?
Though I am not saying that you need to
make friends with Ted Koppel, he is, in
many ways, like a teacher -- giving the
audience high-caliber insight into issues
that, most likely, they wouldn’t discover on
their own.
For instance, last week, a "Nightline"
reporter moderated a discussion with
Catholic seminary students on how the
future generation of priests will handle the
issues of molestations and pedophilia in the
church. Note two words in the previous sen
tence: next generation. Yep, that's right. Mr.
Koppel addresses the issues that will soon
rest on our shoulders.
Ironically, it is the network executives
that think they are giving the younger set
what it needs to lead America in the coming
decades: more advertisements. The need to
cater to a younger audience -- specifically
the college-age crowd — played a major role
in ABC’s courtship of Letterman. Recent

research by Miller Brewing Co. showed that
21-to-34 year olds consume 53 percent of
all beer - and the late night advertising
market doesn't stop there.
Movie studios find that viewers of "The
Tonight Show" are the perfect captive audi
ence to tout their latest and greatest flicks.
As if the inundation of advertisements
specifically targeting the college set is not
enough to sap the life out of the phrase
"intelligent and independent thought," con
sider the content of Letterman and Leno:
monologues oftentimes based on exaggerat
ed versions of the news, interviews with
celebrities (whose obvious motivations are
not to inform the public, but to persuade
them to see his or her movie), and, of course
(who could forget), Letterman’s stupid pet
tricks.
When an ABC executive was quoted in
the New York Times, saying that "The rele
vancy of 'Nightline' just is not there any
more," it makes one wonder if he or she is
living in a parallel world, where watching
Bingo the Incredible Hula-Hooping Dog is
more germane than the future of one of the

world's largest religions.
Three years ago, a friend of mine did an
internship with "Nightline." He was part of
the daily editorial meetings with Koppel,
where the production staff would get togeth
er and decide on the show’s content.
One day, when discussing "Nightline,"
my friend turned to me and asked, "Why do
you think, that after 20 years, Ted Koppel
has never changed his hair?" I shrugged,
assuming that Koppel just liked it that way.
My friend answered the question for me:
"He doesn't have to."
And it’s true. "Nightline" is not about the
glitz and the glamour; it's not about selling
this or selling that. How Ted Koppel’s hair
looks just doesn't matter. "Nightline" is
about learning, not entertaining.
So here is my suggestion: When you
have finished your work tonight and want to
watch television before going to bed, flip it
to ABC and watch an episode of
"Nightline." If you don't give it a chance,
you might be living the network executives'
favorite dream — the one where we are all,
as stupid pets, performing their tricks.

GVLl LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Pepsi Generation
plots GV’s course?
GV's contract to give
Pepsi a campus monopoly on
sales and to profit from these
sales is a sad result of
American university admin
istrations' increasing view
that higher education is first
and foremost a matter of dol
lars and cents.
I highly recommend to
all the NY Bestseller
"Fastfood Nation" (Schlosser,
2001) for a revealing look
into the food industry's grip
on life in the US. Part of a
university's role, in my opin
ion, should be to promote a
healthy lifestyle.
The arrangement with
Pepsi was concluded a few
years back by GV adminis
tration without the approval
of faculty.
This one action foreshad
owed the current advance on
many fronts to not give fac
ulty first say in the university
decision-making process
(e.g., the creation of a long
term planning board where
faculty form a minority).
GV's course should not
be plotted primarily by budg
etary concerns, but by princi
ples of education for the wel
fare of students, faculty and
the community at large.

Dan Golembesld'
Assistant Professor of
French

Arts education
stimulates creativity
Congratulations to the
Michigan Department of
Education and the State
Board of Education for initi
ating "Education Yes!" the
new accountability frame
work that focuses on teach
ing for excellence, not just
on teaching to the MEAP
test.
Arts education advocates
throughout the state also
applaud the inclusion of the

arts as a core curriculum sub commended for
ject. This follows the dra
behavior
matic revision of the
Elementary and Secondary
editor's note: this letter war
Education Act, Leave No
e-mailed to President Mark
Child Behind, signed by
Murray and forwarded to the
President Bush last month.
Lanthorn.
Recent academically
accepted research has vali
Dear Mark,
dated what educators have
I cannot tell from your
long suspected: arts educa
website if you are the presi
tion contributes significantly
dent of GVSU or not, but I
to a student's development.
can assume you will pass this
This is not to suggest that along if you are not.
arts education is a panacea;
My wife and I are on
arts education is only suc
vacation in Sarasota, Florida,
cessful when part of a strong
visiting my elderly father.
curriculum that provides
We were eating in a Red
excellence in reading and
Lobster restaurant this week,
language, mathematics and
when about 10 of your stu
problem solving and social
dents came in and sat at a
studies.
long table next to our booth.
Research has also shown
We were wondering what
a correlation between arts
kind of group they were and
education and improvements
had decided they must be
in other academic areas, such
some sort of church youth
a higher SAT scores for high
group from the local area.
schools students who have
Their decorum was so
impressive that we ruled out
had arts experiences and
improved reading and math
the possibility that they
scores for students in highmight be college students on
poverty schools that have
Spring Break. By the end of
implemented arts programs.
the meal, my curiosity got
While arts education is
the best of me, and as they
important in its ability to
were leaving, I pulled one cf
stimulate creative thinking
them aside and asked where
skills and exploring the
they were from. To my sur
human experience to enrich
prise and probably your
our lives, business leaders
delight, they informed me
U»re increasingly finding that i they were students from
employees with arts educa
Grand Valley U on Spring
tion experiences are the com
Break!
pany problem solvers.
1 had not previously
Because most often
heard of Grand Valley, even
school venus are the only
though we are from
institutions able to provide
Wheaton, 11 and know some
access to the arts for the vast
of the Colleges in Grand
majority of students,
Rapids. I commend you on
Education Yes! that includes
the excellent character of
arts as core accountability
your students.
standards for Michigan
They even were even liv
schools is more significant
ing up to their heritage and
than ever!
went "Dutch" treat!
Congratulations! I
Barbara Kratchman
President thought you would want to
ArtServe Michigan know that your institution
was well represented in
Florida by a group of your
students.

GVSU spring breakers
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Cultural board workshop discusses leadership
Friday, March 21
♦Art Gallery - Tjukunpa:
Aboriginal Art of the Dreaming, 9
a.m.
♦Conununity Outreach WeekStudent Life Office
♦Executive Committee of the
Senate meeting-CDC, 3-5 p.m.
♦GVSU Theatre-Student Director
Series-PAC,7:30 p.m.

Saturday, March 22
♦Science Olympiad-Padnos, 8
a.m./FH Arena, 12 p.m.
♦Men’s Tennis vs. Wayne State,
10-12 a.m.
♦Film Marathon: Indiana Jones
Trilogy-Old Pere Marquette,
10a.m.-4 p.m.
♦Arts at Noon: Michael ParolaCook-Dewitt, 12 p.m.
♦Baseball vs. Oakland, 1-5 p.m.
♦Softball vs. Spring Arbor, 1-5 p.m.
♦GVSU Theater-Student Director
Series-PAC,7:30 p.m.
♦The Old Vienna Comedy ProjectShow #-PAC 1325, 8-10 p.m.

Ann Pearson
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Students discussed better
ways to bring diversity to Grand
Valley State University as a part
of the Cultural
Board’s
Leadership Workshop 2002
Saturday.
"A
Day
of
Diverse
Leadership" was four hours of
discussion facilitated by faculty
and graduate students from
varying departments on campus.
Jeff Lamb, professor in the
modern languages department,
led the first session. He gave
suggestions for creating a better

network between student organi
zations ranging from open meet
ings to in-class announcements
to an e-mail system that could
alert students to upcoming
events.
Lamb mentioned that even
having a member of administra
tion as a keynote speaker could
help develop a better turnout.
Not only will audience members
have a chance to listen to and
question officials, but they will
hear the issues of student organ
izations and might take interest.
"A lack of connection means
a lack of power," Lamb said.
"Networking
brings
more

results."
The problem, Lamb said, is a
lack of a "comfort zone."
"Your heritage, your pride,
your uniqueness should be worn
as a badge," he said.
For instance, even though all
Cultural Board events are open
to all GVSU students, many feel
they should not go because they
aren’t the same race as the group
putting on the event.
"Someone needs to cross the
bridge and act as a role model,"
Lamb said.
What is leadership then?
Kevin Schwemmin, a graduate
assistant for the Office of

ty to choose exactly what type of
events/information should be
sent to them.
Schwemmin and Lisa RobelOrtiz, a graduate assistant for the
Office of Student Life who led
Saturday’s workshop, hope to
bring that idea up at the next
Student Life meeting.
Perhaps the best advice came
from session leader Brenda
Mitchner, assistant director of
housing. She offered advice on
producing mission statements
for both personal and business
use.
"Without a plan, you plan to
fail," she said.

Study abroad students to raise
money for South African clinic

Looking for a job

Sunday, March 24

Cassidy Van Woert

♦Baseball vs. Oakland, 12-4 p.m.
♦GVSU Theater-Student Director
Series-PAC, 2 p.m.
♦Music Dept. Guest Artist Series,
Caroline Helton and Timothy
Cheek-PAC 1325, 3-5 p.m.
♦Greek Week-Lip Sync-FH, 7:30
p.m.

Grand Valley Lanthorn

Monday, March 25
♦Greek Week-Team Builder
Competition-Kirkhof 9 p.m.
♦Film: The Royal TenebaumsKirkhof 112, 9-11 p.m.

Thesday, March 26
♦On-Campus Recruiting-STU 206,
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
♦On-Campus Recruiting-DeVos
101B. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
♦Blood Drive-Kirkhof 12-6 p.m.
♦Baseball vs. U of Indianapolis- 15 p.m.
♦Men’s Tennis vs. Aquinas-3:3Q5:30 p.m.
♦Greek Week: Speaker, Bob KerrKirkhof, 9 p.m.

Wednesday, March 27
♦On-Campus Recruiting-DeVos
Center, 101B. 9-5 p.m.
♦Blood Drive-Kirkhof 12-6 p.m.
♦Box World 2002-Robinson Field,
7 p.m.
♦Greek Week: Field games- 9 p.m.

Thursday, March 28
♦On-Campus Recruiting-DeVoS~
Center, 101B, 9-5 p.m.
♦Softball vs. Hope College, 3-6
p.m.
♦Film: The Royal TenebaumsKirkhof 112,9-11 p.m.

Student Life at GVSU, led a dis
cussion to define that term and
its possible use.
"Civic leadership is knowing
what’s going on around you,
whether you act on it or not," he
said. "It’s taking initiative to get
involved."
A brainstorming session fol
lowed, and a list of possible
communications solutions was
constructed. The most popular
of the suggestions, made by a
Black Student Union representa
tive, was the establishment of an
e-mail server that students could
sign up for online. This way stu
dents would have the opportuni

Grand Valley lanthorn / Abbey Hettmansperger
Last Thursday, the Career Services center hosted a summer job fair in the hallway of Henry Hall. There
were over forty booths of various employers seeking summer help from students. Here, grad student,
Ginny Koole, talks with Senior, Bill Shell. Both Ginny and Bill work in Career Services and assisted with
the fair.
• ‘

During a study abroad pro
gram to South Africa, Sarah
Torrey and Kevin Daverman
experienced something that "pro
foundly changed our lives", says
Torrey. They are social work stu
dents who worked in an
HIV/AIDS
clinic
named
Sinikitemba, which is Zulu for
"We give hope."
The clinic is home to a sup
port group that is very important
to the infected South Africans.
"A lot of the people have no
other support outside of this,"
Torrey said.
On their last day there Torrey
and Daverman were asked by the
clinic and support group members
what they were going to do for
them. They felt obligated and
wanted
to
do
something
because 'these people had made us
a part of their lives," said Torrey.
"The only answer that we could
give them was that we’ll raise
awareness."
On March 23 there will be a
benefit for these South African
people who are infected with
HIV/AIDS. It will be held in the
Weston Gallery at 10 Weston from
7:30 to 10:30. It will cost five dol
lars at the door. There will be two
live bands, food, a speaker talking
about the effects of the HIV/AIDS
in South Africa, artwork on dis

play, and Torrey and Daverman
will be talking about the clinic and
their experience. They ask that
additional donations be made
inside in the donation box.
The money made from this
event goes to the clinic and the
members that participate in the
income generation project. These
people bead anything and sell it
and get paid half it’s worth right
away. The other half goes towards
the hospital clinic and when these
people get opportunistic diseases
such as diarrhea or pneumonia
they can get treatment at the hos
pital for no charge.
In South Africa people that
are infected with HIV/AIDS can
not receive treatments like here in
the U.S. The drugs that citizens
take here are not available in
South Africa. That is why the sup
port group is so important,
according to Torrey. She heard a
story from one woman who said
that she cannot tell anyone in her
village of her infection because
the last person who did that was
stoned to death.
They are doing their best to
achieve what they promised the
South Africans, to raise aware
ness. Torrey said the experience
changed her life profoundly.
"Their eyes just tell you a
story about what their lives have
been like, and they still remain
hopeful and grateful for what they
do have."

You'll love living atr

Brookmeadow
Apartments
Students and Cosigners are welcome!
One and Two Bedroom Apartments

Each Home Includes:
v Garage v Heat ¥ Water ¥
¥Powerhouse Gym Membership¥
Conveniently Located
¥ 15 minutes from campus 4 downtown
¥Near ftivertown Crossings Mall 4 restaurants
¥20 minutes from Lake Michigan
¥ Close to 1-196 Expressway

NOW LEASING!!
GREAT SPECIALS!!
CALL FOR DETAILS

Bring this ad in for FREE application
processing! Save up to $120111

Currently enrolled at another college or university?
Earn transfer credits over the summer!

Be our guest at Macomb College
•
•
•
•

Same material as classes offered at 4-year schools
Transfer credits shorten degree completion time
Small classes and personal attention
Convenient times — day, evening, weekend and online

It’s easyl
To got all the Information you’ll need
• call 866.622.6624 toll free or
• click on our website at www.macomb.edu
• request and complete a guest student packet

Summer registration starts March 18, 2002
Summer classes start May 20 and June 10, 2002

iVl Macomb
^9?^ Community College
A lifetime of opportunity. Close to home,
www.macomb.edu / 866.622.6624 (toll free)
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What Once Was Lost
Part 17: Beginnings?
ERIN KliTZKE

history had such a thing been
real. So why was I obsessing
over it? Probably the same rea
son Jude obsessed over this sort
. of thing in her writer's mind because it was real to her.
Everything that happened in my
dreams was real to me.
Never mind the fact that I’d
woke pp bleeding that one
morning. I would have
screamed at the sky if it would
n’t have confirmed for little
miss perfect behind me that I
was nuts. I headed for the
library and sat on the ledge
. overlooking the Japanese gar
den, staring down at the gravel
paths and die small trees as I
tried to gather myself. Shannon
and her cronies just kept walk
ing. I suppressed the urge to
spit at their heels without know
ing why I wanted to do some
thing like that in the first place.
I am so beyond messed up.
Geez, what’s wrong with me? I
kicked at the edge of one of the
stepping stones set into the
grass, knowing that my kicking
was as impotent as my thinking.
I don’t even know who I am
anymore. That should say a lot
right there, How can someone
forget who they are? Without
getting hit in the head.

Grand Valley Lanthorn
I was taking a walk dining
one of our frequent Indian sum
mers on campus and trying to
think - a common occurrence •
nowadays, or so it seemed. I'd
begun to drift farther and far
ther from my friends and into a
place I couldn't identify. As I
walked, I tried not to notice
Shannon and her flavor of the
week boyfriend, Dan - he’d
long outlasted his week, and I’d
begun to wonder when she’d
finally tire of him and give him
the boot - Dan's sister, Mina
Ling, and some of their cronies
walking behind me. I had no
desire to deal with any of them
at that moment, least of all
Shannon. I rubbed my fore
head. Everything was just so
messed up right now.
I didn't know why I was
obsessing over the dreams I’d
been having. Maybe it was
because they seemed so real to
me. But it was all a figment of
my imagination...wasn’t it?
Where along the line had I
begun to doubt that, and why
would I doubt that? I mean...it
couldn’t be real - no where in
An^ry

But I had gotten hit in the
head - by the Frisbee the day I
realized that Shannon was
goihg to Grand Valley. But that
shouldn’t have sparked this sort
of stuff - and the bruise had
healed within a couple of days.
After that happened, I’d begun
to get the funky dreams. Could
they be connected?
I don’t know how that fig
ures into all of this. I wonder if
it does at all. I hadn’t thought
about that day for a long time.
I was beginning to wonder if I
should.
I should be thinking about a
lot of things that I’m not think
ing about. Like passing my
classes this time around. It was
no secret that my grades had
begun to slip and now I’d
begun to wonder if the whole
semester was a lost cause. It
probably is. I don’t know how
I can salvage it. I’d managed to
pull off a miracle during the fall
semester, despite the distraction
of the strange dreams, but it
didn’t seem like I was going to
be able to do the same thing
this time. Spring and summer
classes, here I come.
It never occurred to me that
I might not be here come spring
and summer semester.

HOME
FOR THE
SUMMER?
Get a lump
on next year.I
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SPLENDID MAGICAL MINERALS
FOR SALE*
‘Ffuorite, (Petrified ‘Wood, Quartz Crystals,
Qamets, Herkimer (Diamonds, Agates and
much, much morel
Where: GVSU Field House- upper level
When : Saturday March 23, 2002
Opens at 9:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.
Hosted by: GVSU Geology Club students

Take a couple of
dosses at your
community college.

• Costs are much tower
• Credits transfer back
to Grand valley

• Make up that missing
credit or failed class

Contact your local community
College for details:
Glen Oaks Community College
Centreville
888-994-7818 • www.glenoaks.cc.mi.us
Grand Rapids Grand Rapids Community College
immunity Grand Rapids

(616) 234-GRCC • www.grcc.cc.mi.us
Jackson Community College
Jackson
(517) 787-0800 • www.jackson.cc.mi.us

Dean Hashimoto,
A.B., M S., M.D., J.D., M.O.H., and now, finally, IRA.
As a man who's devoted his life to the pursuit of knowledge. Dean Hashimoto wasn’t going to
pick a retirement plan without first doing his homework That's why he chose an IRA from us.

Kalamazoo Valley Community College
Kalamazoo
(616) 372-5000 • www.kvcc.edu

the people with over 80 years' experience managing portfolios for the world's sharpest minds.
After discovering that our IRAs offer a variety of investment choices and low expenses,
he decided to add one to his resume A wise choice, by a very wise man

Log on toi ideas, advice and lesults IIAA-CRfF.org or call 1 800 842 27 76

LANSING
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^COMMUNITY

COLLEGE
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Montcalm
(/immunity CoOege

| pf TlRf Ml NT

INSURANT!

MltlpAI FUNDS

COtlfGE SAVINGS

TRUSTS

INVtSTMfNt MANAC.FMfNT

Doan Hashimoto became a partii want m Idftd TlA/i D.RIT Individual and Institutional 'services. Inc . and Teachers
Personal Investors Services Im: distribute sucuiities products *<7*?001 Teachers Insurance and Annuity
Association College Retirement Fomin s Fund (TlAA CRFF> New York NY Dean Hashimoto was compensated

West Shore
Community
College

Lansing Community College
Lansing
800-644-4LCC • www.lansing.cc.mi.us
Montcalm Community College
Sidney
877-328-2111 • www.montcalm.edu
Westshore Community College
Scottsville
(231) 845-6211 • www.westshore.cc.mi.us
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gv digest
Campus
from press reports

Rare German comedy takes stage
Ann Pearson
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Art prafesserta speak
about her wort
The DeVos Art Lecture Series
presents its second lecture by wel
coming a distinguished artist and
longtime Grand Valley faculty
member, Daleene Menning, to
their stage.
Menning, professor of art and
design, will present an overview
of her two loves, teaching and
ceramics, in her presentation “A
Career in Clay: Looking Back on
30 years at Grand Valley.”
The event is scheduled for
Wednesday, March 20, at
Loosemoore Auditorium in DeVos
Center on the Pew Campus down
town. An introductory reception
featuring the GVSU Student Jazz
ensemble will begin at 5 p.m.
with Menning’s lecture at 5:30
p.m. A wine and cheese reception
is to follow the speech.
Reservations are required for the
free event and can be made by
calling 895-2564.

Music students at Grand
Valley State University are put
ting on a production of "Ariadne
auf Naxos," a fairly rare German
one-act melodrama, March 21
and 23.
The play, being featured in
the music department’s Old
Vienna Comedy Project - Show
#2, was written by Joachim
Perinet.
It was performed for the first
time in 1803 at the Leopoldstadt
Theater, but has not been shown
much elsewhere since due to the
small amount of time melodra

The student-directed play of
“Antigone” will open this week
end March 22. The play is direct
ed, acted, and constructed by
GVSU theatre students . The play
“Antigone” is directed by
Katherine Mayberry. Shows start
at 7:30 p.m. in the Louis
Armstrong Theatre.
“Antigone” is the classic Greek
tragedy about a girl named
Antigone and her uncle King
Creon’s decree in the land. The
play, Mayberry said, is a great
challenge for the students.
Tickets are $10 for adults and
$5 for college students and can be
reserved by calling 895-2300.

Brecht’s Mother
Courage’to open April 5
Bertolt Brecht’s play "Mother
Courage" unmasks the heroism of
war by his portrait of "the little
man" and will be showing at
Grand Valley April 5-13.
Brecht, one of Germany’s great
est playwrights weaves his epic
tale with comic irony, music and
song, and subversive humor in
this, his most celebrated play.
Show times are Friday and
Saturday, April 5,6, and Thursday
April 11-13 at 7:30 p.m. and a
matinee performance on Sunday,
April 7 at 2 p.m.
All shows are in the Louis
Armstrong Theatre in the
Performing Arts Center on the
Allendale Campus. Tickets are
$10 for adults and $5 for students.

Dance show a toe lap
ping success
This past weekend marked the
first ever Grand Valley State
University Dance Ensemble
Spring Concert, and it was defi
nitely successful.
"It went really well,” Jefferson
Baum, a dance professor and cho
reographer of the show said. “The
kids did great.”
The show consisted of one large
group that dance in seven differ
ent pieces and styles of music.
The music ranged from classical
to more popular music of today.
Music like Vavaldi was performed
with other acts like Nat King
Cole, Janet Jackson and Puff
Daddy.
Other choreographers, other
then the GVSU dance faculty
included Hope College professors
Linda Grahm and Jimmy Orenta,
who is part of the Ballet Met in
Columbus, Ohio. Yet another cho
reographer was GVSU freshman
Tyler Cooper.
Cooper is from Ithica, Ml and
choreographed the Janet Jackson
piece of the show.
The show lasted an hour and a
half and brought in over 700 spec
tators.

i

Ariadne auf Naxos
When: Mary 21 & 23
Wher^W%n Van
Solkerra leVitll Hall
in the Pertowfling
Arts Celery
Cost: Free
instrumentalists involved with
the one-act, who are all music
majors, composed their own
parts off the original score.

Arts at noon presents
Core Ensemble tribute
music from Latin America as
well as music by Tango master
Astor Piaszzola. Also included
in the musical score are pieces
by composers Orlando Garcia,
Tania Leon, Gaberila Ortiz,
Pablo Ortiz, Carlos SanchezGuiterrez among many others.
The group is made up of
Parola on percussion, Amy
Barston on cello and Hugh
Hinton on piano, which to
some sounds like an interest
ing musical combination in the
first place.
The instruments are also
accompanied by an actress
who will sing. The singer this
time is Georgina Corbo, and
she will be telling the life of
painter Kahlo. The text of the
play is in English, but will be
sung in Spanish by Corbo.
Corbo has been on the tel-

evision shows “Law and
Order” and “New York
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Undercover” as well as
Broadway in “It’s Always
Percussionist
Micheal
Something.”
Parola is returning to the Arts
Last year when the group
at Noon Series with the Core
performed at Grand Valley
Ensemble next Tuesday,
they used the theme of Harlem
March 26 in Cook-DeWitt to
Renaissance.
perform “Tres Vidas” (three
The Harlem influence led
lives) a musical theatre tribute
the group to present works of
to three Latin American
three different outstanding
women.
African Americans. They
The Core Ensemble will be
included Langston Hughes,
performing different unusual
Countee Cullen and Caluade
pieces which are part of the
McKay as seen through the
longer show of “Tres Vidas.”
eyes of painter Aaron Douglas
The whole show won’t be per
and interpreted by Babatunde.
formed because the Arts at
The music from last year
Noon presentations are only an
was also from African
hour long. The piece, called
American musicians including
“Tres Vidas,” is a new cham
Duke
Ellington
and
ber music theatre work for a
Thelonious Monk as their jazz
singing actress and a chamber
pieces and concert composers
music trio.
Jeffery Mumford
“We’ve had the
and
George
group here three
Walker.
times,” said profes
“I am quite
sor of music Julianne
confident in their
Vanden Wyngaurd.
integrity,”
“It is exciting to have
Wyngaurd
said
them invited back.”
about the group
The piece was
and the ability to
scripted
and
get them to per
researched
by
form here at Grand
Chilean
writer
Valley year after
Marjorie Agosin. The
year.
pieces are based on
The Ensemble
the lives of three
has gained nation
Latin
American
al recognition for
women. The piece
its efforts to com
that the group will be
mission
new
performing
on
chamber
and
Tuesday
centers
multi-genre works.
around the Mexican
The
Core
artist and painter,
Ensemble has won
Frida Kahlo.
awards
many
The rest of the
including the 2000
show focuses on
Edward
other Latin American
McDermott Award
women
including
for Excellence in
Salvadoran peasantthe Arts from the
activist
Rufina
Massachusetts
Amaya
and
Institute
of
Argentine
poet
Technology.
Photo courtesy of Core Ensemble
Alfonsia Stomi.
The show is
“Tres
Vidas” The Core Ensemble, performing next Tuesday at noon,
open
to the public
music will range consists of: on piano, Hugh Hinton, cello Amy Barston; per and is free of
cussion
Micheal
Parola
and
singer/actress
Georgina
Corbo.
from popular to folk
charge.

AJ Smuder

'Antigone’ opens this
weekend

mas were popular.
Melodramas are spoofs of
serious or tragic plays or stories.
Often stereotypical characters
are represented and constant
background music represents
emotions and turns a serious air
into a humorous one.
Operas sometimes have
melodramatic movements, but
whole melodrama plays were
only popular for about a 30-year
span, ending in the early 1800s.
"Plays like 'Ariadne auf
Naxos' were not big hits," said
Professor Lisa Feurzeig of the
music department.
Grand Valley got the music,
which was only a piano score,
from a library in Vienna. The

The instrumentalists include
pianist Crista Slopsema, saxo
phonist Cory Kasprzyk and vio
linist Andrew Uhe. After School
Special, a group of all-male
vocalists, will also provide
background music during the
production.
"They have done a great and
creative job," Feurzeig said. "It
has been excellent working with
them."
Although music is involved
through background music and
solos from the two lead actors
(Anne Zimmerman and Josh
Zoerhof), most of the lines are
spoken.
And though the play is of
German origin, everything but a

couple of the songs are in
English.
The play is a spoof of a seri
ous tragedy written in 1775.
The plot is based on a Greek
myth about Ariadne, a princess
of Crete.
She rescues Theseus from
the Minotaur, but he abandons
her on the island of Naxos. Here
the play begins.
"Ariadne auf Naxos" shows
Ariadne's torments of a lost love
and her decision process on
whether she should live without
him or die.
Without giving away the
ending, let's just say the ending
is a bit more optimistic with a
melodrama.

A conversation
with John MacLean
of the Beta Band...
Whether it be America,
Afghanistan, or Britain there is
always a chance that we are
being lied to.
Their quest to spread eclec
L: Does the Beta Band hate
tic taste (electronic, folk, rock,
doing interviews?
and hip-hop) and social aware
M: Not at all...it’s weird.
ness has led the Beta Band to
Some interviewers may catch
release one of last year’s best
us in a sarcastic mood and write
albums Hot Shots II, an open
that off...they try to label us as
ing slot on last summer’s
having a "Beta Band personali
Radiohead tour, and a sold-out
ty." We try to be as honest as
U.S. tour last fall. The Betas
possible.
are touring the states again
L: Your latest album was
starting this April...scratchNo. I on the college charts for a
master/Beta-beat-maker John
good while, but didn’t get so
MacLean talks with us via
much mainstream airplay, what
phone from Scotland.
does this mean?
M: Was it...that’s pretty
Lanthorn: How are the
good itn’t it (imagine the
shows going in the U.S.?
Scottish accent)?! You guys are
MacLean: The
lucky to have
fact that we are
things like the col
it
coming back says
lege charts. In
something. The
Europe it’s impos
They try to
last tour we com
sible...either Radio
pletely sold-out,
l, or nothing at all.
label us as
even though we
were advised not
having a Beta
Near the end of
to due to the
the interview I
Band person asked John to play
events of
September.
a little phrase/word
ality/
People still came
association with
out to the shows
JOHN MACLEAN me based on some
and we had a good
Beta beat-maker Beta-related topics,
time.
and the results are
L: A recent
as follows...
Time Magazine
Alpha- Over
cover features
achievers
Bono (U2), and
High Fidelityasks the question "Can Bono
John Cusack...the film was bet
Save the World?" What can the ter than the book.
Beta Band do for the world ?
Money- A means to an end.
M: Interesting...the world
Koala- A good DJ (Kid
is pretty f—d -up at the
Koala), and a nice young man.
moment, I don’t know if a band
Marketingcan do very much, not even
Interesting...could be done with
Bono.
a bit more creativity.
L: Your video for the song
Irony- We hate irony. It
Squares has to do with faux
works well when it’s used in
moon landings, how serious are film and theater, when the audi
these ideas/theories?
ence doesn’t know what’s going
M: For Steve Mason (lead
on, but it doesn’t work when
singer/songwriter) these ideas
it’s wacky-fun, cheap, and dis
are very serious, he is big into
honest.
conspiracy theories. The main
For more Beta, visit
idea that is represented is that
www.astralwerks.com, and the
people should question every
albums The Three EP’s, Hot
thing this day and age.
Shots II.

Brian Hoekstra
Grand Valley Lanthorn

------------

Powerful ‘In the Bedroom’ has Oscar potential
There is a scene of indul
gence
when he catches Frank
Grand Valley Lanthorn
and Natalie at home and the
three have dinner together.
The new film "In The
Ruth confronts Frank one night
Bedroom" is an intense, well
in a tender and meaningful
examined American drama that
scene about Natalie and Frank
deals with issues true to life.
reassures mom that it’s "just a
Director Todd Field who is
summer thing."
known for mostly acting in
Ruth works at the local high
such films as "Eyes Wide Shut"
school as a choir director and
creates a vivid tale of grief and
Matt is the local doctor.
loss that lead to
Both of
revenge and atone
their lives are
ment.
very prescrip
The Film stars
tive.
Sissy Spacek (Ruth
She goes to
Fowler) and Tom
school and he
Wilkinson (Matt
works at the
Fowler) as a small
office dealing
town Maine couple
with young and
dealing with a hor
old patients.
rible tragedy.
We see that
The film works
they love each
sort of like a play.
other but their
The first act begins
lives basically
with a summer
minutes
revolve around
romance between
Rating: R for some vio
a system like
Frank and Natalie
lence and language.
most real fami
Strout (Marisa
lies do.
Tomei) a divorced
There is a
house wife at least
nice dynamic
10 years older than
between the family members
Frank. Frank’s parents disap
where the truth lies in the sub
prove but choose to let Frank
text provided by the script and
handle it.
the actors.
Ruth is tough and disap
In a scene after Frank con
proving, trying to convince
fronts Natalie’s ex-husband and
Matt to confront his son about
gets hurt Matt is cleaning the
the relationship but we see Matt wound and acting rationally
enjoys the fact that his son
about the situation and Ruth is
caught an older woman.

Ryan Bye

movie

REVIEW:

threatening to call the police.
Field directs this scene in the
context of how families and
human beings would really
react in that situation. Then
tragedy strikes and to give
away the information here
would rob audiences of the
experience.
What changes here in the
second act is a focus on two
people trying to grapple with
a great loss and deal with
grief.
The dialogue between
Ruth and Matt seems normal
on the surface but the subtext
of emotion and physical ges
turing creates depth and sub
text. .
In the most wonderful
scene in the movie, Ruth
breaks down and unleashes
her grief on Matt and the
power of the two actors
mightily comes forward.
Their characters shine
through showing the effect of
tragedy and grief creating
almost irreparable damage on
life and how to cope.
Kudos to Tom Wilkinson
and Sissy Spacek because their
performances radiate acting
.brilliance.
Give credit to Marisa Tomei
for creating a small but equally
effective role as a woman con
fused and afraid of her life and
the tragedy of her situation.
Even Nick Stahl in his short

Photo courtesy of Yalnw! moi’ies

Marisa Tomei, Nick Stahl,
Sissy Spacek and Tom
Wilkinson star in the criti
cally-acclaimed ‘In the
Bedroom,' a slow-paced
but powerful drama.

screen time creates depth.
This is a remarkable script
that understands the power of
silence and the spoken word
together.
Field creates some twists
along the way that make for
some thrilling elements but the
film exists solely as a well
observed piece of human

dynamic in a family.
This is the most powerful
American tale this year. Well
deserving of a Best Picture
nomination.
Sissy Spacek is sure to win
Best Actress.
****out of four
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GENIUS

Grand Haven, Mi.

Wednesday & Thursday Nights
we hove D.J. & Karaoke from
8:00P.M. - 12:00AM

13040 as. 31

Wednesday is Buq f get
1 drafts and Thursday is $3

(616) 844-4300

Pitchers
Fridaui Saturdaq nights we
have DJ. & Dancing from
9:30PM - 1:30AM
Bring in your college ID. and
receive drink & shot specials
all night long**!
Come join us on Sundays for
the NASCAR Race & Free Pod*
lAlso free pool on Mondaq Nights!)
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Sophomore art student Jason McChristian works on the highlights of a still life painting for his introduction to painting class in the Calder Art Center.

TENACIOUS D
iL
Ryan Bye’s
Predictions for
Oscars 2002

f

Private, Wooded Setting on

Fillmore

ya

Spacious, Walk-Out Townhouses

Ryan Bye
Grand Valley Lan thorn
With the Oscars only a week
away, Ryan Bye, the movie
guy, took his hand at guessing
who will walk away with tro
phy in hand:

T GVSU

THE BES

With Patio
Less Than 2 Miles from Campus

April

Washers/Dryers in Each Unit

The

NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
Price is $225 per person
(Based on occupancy of four)
CALL 895-4001

♦Best Actor: Denzel Washington
"Training Day"
♦Best Actress: Sissy Spacek "In
the Bedroom"
♦Best Supporting Actor: Ben
Kingsley "Sexy Beast"
♦Best Supporting Actress: Jennifer
Connelly "A Beautiful Mind"
♦Best Original Screenplay: “The
Royal Tenenbaums,” written by
Wes Anderson and Owen Wilson
♦Best Adapted Screenplay: “A
Beautiful Mind,” written by Akiva
Goldsman
♦ Best Director: Robert Altman
"Gosford Park"
♦ Best Picture: “A Beautiful Mind”
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DeltaPlex
-Grand

Rapid s-

Tickets available at all TicketMaster
Outlets including the DeltaPlex
Box Office. Charge by phone at (616)
456.3333. www.ticketmaster.com
or
get
tickets
at
cc.com

,

OBEY
THE

IIBEnnE50fiv
438 BRIDGE 5T. GRAND RAPIDS. Ml 616.134

ONE BLOCK WEST OF BRAND RIVER

It’s Hump Day!
$.50 Drafts 8PM - 9PM
Top 40 Dance Music 10PM - 2AM DJ Flatline
HALF OFF ALL MIXED DRINKS
(Excluding topshelf liquor)

THijnsanv

jrasiuns
M - TH 4PM-2AM (Must hav

Hnppv
M - F 4PM-7PM
CINEMARK • GRANDVILLE

Free

HIGH ENERGY DANCE MUSIC 10PM-2AM
r $.50 OFF GVSU Students all night long!
Fsvmffiv
BEER TUB 10PM-2 AM
TOP 40 DANCE MUSIC 10PM - 2AM DJ KIDD
Sfrnmoiiv
BEER TUB 10PM-2 AM
TOP 40 DANCE MUSIC 70 s, 80 s, 90 s, 8t The best of
the NEW MILLINNIUM! 10PM-2AM DJ KATTZZ

Rivc'town Crossings Wa- 616-532-3'3l !

Sunniiv

•Early Bird Sqacialt
•Bargain Matawss
•Student discount!

For tickets and showtimes visit
cinemark.com
Whtli*

egistaf to rNieff FRFF siwtirms vto woi^

3 • JL-jl m : «g - (-j\ ■

SERVER SUNDAY!! $1 OFF ALL DRINKS
For Service Industry (Rest., Bar, Hotel, ect...)
Disco & 80 s Music DJ KATTZZ
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Sloe’s
Side

Singing the
unsung’s song
Ryan Slocum
Columnist

Here at Grand Valley ath
letics are a big deal, as are ath
letes. When you think about
Grand Valley State sports
names like Curt Anes, David
Kircus and John Flynn imme
diately come to mind. But as
good as those guys are, they
have had enough press cover
age this year. The people I
want to talk about are the ones
work day-in-day-out and get
little, sometimes no coverage
for a job well done. These are
the ones that make Grand
Valley State successful, and it
is about time someone gets up
and sings these unsung heroes’
song.
The Laker men’s basket
ball team did not have the year
they thought they would have,
but without our first hero, it
could have been much worse.
You may have heard his name
before, but for those who
haven’t, he is the 6’0”, 205
pound, fifth-year senior guard
Dave Crosson.
As far as I’m am con
cerned Crosson is one of, if
not the most underrated player
in Grand Valley history. He
did not lead the team in a sin
gle category this season, but
he did put up solid numbers.
On the year D.C. averaged
11.3 points, 3.2 rebounds and
1.3 steals per game. And that’s
not to mention his .487 field
goal percentage which earned
him the name “sizzle.”
Cross was the Scottie
Pippen (in his prime) of the
Laker team. He was an all
around player that could do
just about anything that was
asked of him especially on the
defensive end of the floor.
Night in and night out D.C.
matched up against the oppo
nents’ top offensive threat, and
frankly, did a great job. He did
so good that he was named to
the GLIAC’s All-Defensive
Team, but this is the first time
anyone has heard about it
because he got no coverage.
But beyond all of the
accomplishments on the court,
Sizzle’s best work came off
the court. Flynn was the quiet
leader and Jason Boucher was
the emotional leader, but
Crosson was the vocal manag
er. He did all the little things
that do not get noticed like
making sure the young guys
get to class, and that is what
makes him the hoopers hero.
And while I am on the sub
ject of basketball, I just want
to blow off a little steam at the
All-GLIAC selection commit
tee. How did Jason Boucher
not make any of the AllGLIAC teams? In his entire
Grand Valley career Bouch
never even once made an all
conference team, not even on
defense. Pretty shady for a guy
who holds the all-time GVSU
record for steals. Ridiculous.
Next, I want to go back a
little bit and talk a little foot
ball, and talk about the next
unsung hero, senior linebacker
Clarence Lindsay. Now this
guy did get some press cover
age during the season, but
when he really deserved it, it
was not there.
Clarence had a stellar year
for the Lakers. On the season
Lindsey tallied five sacks, 8
tackles for a loss, two inter
ceptions and three forced fum
bles. And that is without men
tioning his team leading 107
tackles. These numbers earned
Lindsey an All-GLIAC first
team selection, but what you
do not know is that these num
bers earned him a spot in the
Division II All-star game
called the Cactus Bowl.
Clarence traveled to
Kingsville, Texas in early
January to play for the East in
the Cactus Bowl. The big man
did not start, but did contribute
to his team’s 42-14 win with
eight tackles in the game. His
good outing in the bowl game
turned some coaches heads,
and it looks promising that
Clarence will be playing in the
Arena League, the Canadian
League or in Europe next fall.
Now that we have focused
on a few individuals, I want to
look at some unsung teams. I
want to start out by talking
about the track and field and
cross-country teams.
If you were not aware of it,
GVSU is a major player for
2001-02 Sears Cup that is
PLEASE SEE SLOC, 13

Maureen Notestine Sports Editor
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Back to Back
■ GVGrapplers
maintain their
stronghold on the
world of club
wrestling
Ryan Slocum
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Last year, the Grand Valley
State Wrestling Team shocked
the wrestling world by running
away with the NCWA National
Championship in its first year of
competition.
This season there would be
no sneak attack by Grand Valley
State, as the Lakers were ranked
No. 1 in the country throughout
the entire year. The Valley was
the target for every team in the
tournament, but in the end, there
was no stopping the Lakers from
winning their second straight
National Championship.
“Everybody figured we were
the team to beat,” CO-coach
Dave Mills said. “Everybody
knew that if you were up against
a Grand Valley you better be
ready because they are coming
after you.”
The Lakers controlled the
tournament, scoring a team total
of 199.5 points; 33.5 points

Grand Valley Lanthorn

GVSU grappler Rick Bolhuis takes down a competitor. The Laker wrestlers brought home their second
NCWA National Championship.

ahead
of
second
place
University of Nevada-Reno. The
Apprentice School finished third
with 140 team points.
But although the Lakers
seemed to run away with the
competition, the wrestlers say
this year’s tournament was no

Golfers swing strong
season, hit nationals
Brandon Avery
Grand Valley Lanthorn
The Grand Valley State
University men’s golf team is
getting into the swing of things
as they prepare to finish up this
season strong and look forward
to next year. .
The team is in the back nine
of their season. The golf team
has already completed their fall
season and they are now prepar
ing to make a ran at tourna
ments.
“Our ultimate goal is to get
to the national tournament, but
that is kind of a step by step
process,”
coach
Don
Underwood said. “We still have
some tournaments to play in,
and we pretty well qualified for
our regional tournament. At
that point, it is going to be a sit
uation where the winner of the
regional tournament gets an
automatic bid, and after that
there will be eight at-large
bids.”
Coach Underwood feels
pretty confident that even if the
Lakers don’t win their regional
tournament, the performance of
the team this year gives them a
good shot at an at-large bid.
The golf team recently made
a successful trip to Tusculon
College in which they rallied
from behind to win the tourna
ment. The next tournament the
Lakers will tee up in will take
place in Kentucky.

The coach feels that the
mild winter has enabled the golf
team to maintain their game.
“The nice thing is that with
the mild winter we have had a
lot of kids out hitting the ball
and working on their games
already,” Underwood said.
Thie coach also attributes the
good season to the performance
of the veterans and the new
comers to the team.
Veteran Eric Cowles, two
time All-American and confer
ence MVP, remains consistent
while some younger team mem
bers such as Kevin Kremer,
Brad Franz and Bill Schmidt are
beginning to come into their
own.
The golf team has won three
tournaments this year and con
tinue to look forward to the
national tournament. With the
mix of hard-working individu
als and teamwork, coach
Underwood thinks his team has
a good shot.
“I think we have a real good
shot,” Underwood said. “We
just have to take it one day at a
time. In the game of golf I think
if you get wrapped up in the big
picture, you tend to forget the
little picture and that’s what
leads to the big picture.”
The golf team will go to the
NCAA
North
Regional
Tournament May 6-8 in Union,
Kentucky to try and make a
birth
into the National
Tournament.

cake walk.
“The tournament was a lot
tougher this year than it was last
year,” senior A.J. Cook said.
“We raised the bar for everyone
last year. Reno did real well.”
"I think Reno thought they
would do what we did last year,

but...we showed them who’s
boss,” he added.
Cook won the 235 weight
division after pinning Joseph
Axtell 4:00 into the champi
onship match. This is Cook’s
second straight national title.
“That’s how I wanted to fin

ish it (his career),” Cook said.
“That’s why I came to Grand
Valley, because I wanted to go
out on top.”
Grand Valley State had three
individual champions in all,
including senior Kelly Krepps
who successfully defended his
crown in the 197 weight class.
Freshman Jeremiah Gitchel was
the other champion, winning the
165 weight class after a 10-0
defeat of San Setelo of Reno.
In addition to the three
national champions, seven oth
ers who were named AllAmericans, they are Eric
Gervais at 125, Vince Gervais at
133, Alan Smith at 141, Eric
Smith at 149, Jesse Hale at 165,
Matt Stepanovich at 174 and
Rick Bolhuis at 184.
“These guys put in a tremen
dous amount of time,” Mills
said. “They also had a tough
schedule,
wrestling
with
Michigan and Iowa. We were in
better condition than the other
teams and it showed.”
And if anyone didn’t know
who the Grand Valley Lakers
were after the first title, coach
Mills said they definitely know
now.
“Grand Valley Wrestling is
for real,” Mills said. “Winning
again gives tremendous expo
sure to the school nationally.
When our guys put on a Grand
Valley singlet, other teams know
they are in for a tough match.”

Lacrosse nipped by Eastern
Maureen Notestine
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Laker goalie Brad Beimers had a record 14
saves in goal.
Unfortunately, that was just not enough.
The Grand Valley lacrosse team fell 11-10
against Eastern Michigan University on March 15.
The game was played at Rynearson Stadium in
Ypsilanti.
“We braved the wind and cold,” Jeff Kramer
said.
Both teams got off to a quick start, putting two
goals a piece in the scoring column.
That was when Eastern Michigan took over.
EMU scored a series of unanswered goals.

Grand Valley tried to fight back, but was held to
only one goal in the third quarter.
“Eastern’s defense took over,” Kramer said.
The Lakers scored eight in the fourth quarter,
but could not hold Eastern off. The final score was
11-10, with Eastern emerging the victors.
Casey Gulick was the leading scorer for Grand
Valley with five goals and three assists.
Also scoring for the Lakers were Jason Blake
with four goals and two assists, Adam Alessi and
Mickey Marx both recorded one goal, and Jason
Perras added two assists.
Grand Valley will face-off against U-M
Dearborn on March 23 at 2 p.m. and Alma College
on March 24 at 2 p.m. Both games are at home for
the Lakers. Home games are played on the intra
mural fields next to Laker Village.

Equestrian team rides to glory
Brandon Avery
Grand Valley Lanthorn

The Grand Valley State
equestrian team is making
advancements by "leaps and gal
lops" as they culminate their
fourth year.
"The equestrian team has
grown to about 20 members, but
about 12 active riders," said
team member Wendy DeWitt.
"At first, we talked about horse
related things, shared informa
tion and spent time with each
other. Now we are up to com
peting
with
the
IHSA
(Intercollegiate Horse Show
Association), and we do about
eight shows a year."
The equestrian team, whose
season lasts from SeptemberApril, has many features that not
only creates opportunities for

the experienced rider, but for the
novice rider as well.
There is no experience nec
essary to join the club. A new
member to the club will be able
to have one to two lessons pro
vided for free. It is not neces
sary to be in competition on the
team to join the club.
The team is part of a 14school region including the
schools University of Michigan,
Central Michigan, Findlay and
Western Michigan Universities.
The multi-classed shows are cre
ated to attempt to provide a fair
atmosphere for riders by having
them randomly select horses the
day of competition.
"I think riding on the eques
trian team really helps because
you never know which horse
you are going to get, and it is a
good experience to ride other
horses, and not just your own

horse because you get a taste of
what everything is like," said
team member Jen Manvel.
Shows include exercises in
both Western and English style
riding. Western riding encom
passes a riders ability at reing
and flatwork (walking, trotting
and cantering your horse), while
English focuses on jumping and
flatwork.
Besides shows and competi
tions, the equestrian team is put
ting their fundraising efforts in
other directions as of late. The
team is planning on participating
in a ride-a-thon to raise money
for the Equest Center of
Rockford who is in dire need of
fiscal assistance.
"For the Equest Center we
are doing a ride-a-thon, where
we acquire pledges from various
PLEASE SEE EQUINE, 11

Laker baseball takes care of business on Illinois road trip
Nate Thompson
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Non-conference games can
often set the tone for the remain
der of the season by helping a
team build confidence and to
help find out what their
strengths and weaknesses are.
With another three victories
over the weekend, the Lakers’
baseball team is finding that
they have more strengths then
weaknesses.
The Lakers traveled to
Romeoville, Illinois for a total
of four games against Oklahoma
Panhandle State and Lewis
University. Grand Valley fin
ished the weekend at 3-1.
The Lakers’ lone defeat was
their first game against Lewis on
Saturday. Gamin Teague got the
Lakers on the board first with a
first inning home run.
The score remained that way
until the fifth inning, when
Lewis tied the game 1-1.
Grand Valley could not close
the contest out however, and
their bats remained quiet. Lewis
scored three go-ahead runs in
the eighth inning to capture the
opener.
Starter
Nick
Bultema

pitched a solid complete game
for Grand Valley, but ended up
taking the loss.
“Our pitching staff is really
starting to look great,” Lakers’
coach Steve Lyon said.
“Our offense is still having
trouble coming up with some
key hits with runners in scoring
position, but 1 think we can
improve in that area as the year
goes along,” he said.
The Lakers came roaring
back in the next game against
Oklahoma Panhandle State.
Starting
pitcher Jacob
Sponslor gave
a
Pedro
Martinez-type performance, by
tossing a complete game
shutout.
Mike McCallister gave a
boost to the Lakers’ offensive
attack by drilling his first home
run of the season.
Grand Valley cruised to a
10-0 victory.
On Sunday, the Lakers took
over where they left off.
Starter Justin Norwood
pitched six strong innings and
picked up the win in the Lakers’
9-6 victory over OPSU. Russ
Williams picked up the save.
The Lakers’ batters scored
nine runs on 10 hits, led by DH

Matt Grimm’s two doubles.
“Defensively we struggled
in this one, by committing seven
errors, but our bats came alive
and we pulled it out,” Lyon said.
In their final game, the
Lakers got revenge against
Lewis and prevailed by the
count of 5-2.
Starter David Olson pitched
five sound innings to get the vic
tory, while Travis Alderink
picked up the final two innings
for the save.
Joe Brunink provided the
fireworks with his first home
run of the year. Josh Pethoud
and Joe Mertes each doubled for
the Lakers also.
The Lakers home opener
will be March 23-24 against
Oakland City University. The
Lakers
also
will
battle
Indianapolis at home Tuesday,
March 26.
“I think we are about ready
for conference play to start,”
Lyon said.
“Our team has been steadily
improving during our non-con
ference schedule and we’re pret
ty excited for our home opener,”
he said. “ We look forward to
getting some more quality
wins.”
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Laker football will continue to see the light
Nate Thompson
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Grand Valley State University foot
ball fans will once again experience the
Lakers’ championship caliber team in
2002 surrounded by darkness—with a
little help from the Lubbers Stadium
lighting.
Just like during the Lakers’ highly
successful 2001 season, the 2002 agen
da has five Grand Valley home games
starting at 7 p.m.
The final home game of the 2002
season will start at 1 p.m.
The same held true for the 2001 sea
son, when the Lakers hosted five of
their home games at a 7 p.m. starting
time, and their final home game against
Hillsdale started at 1 p.m.
There are many reasons for the
switch and one of them has to do with a
conflict with the Wolverines and
Spartans.
Rob Odejewski, who is in charge of
promotions and marketing for Grand
Valley sporting events, said that it is
ideal to not have conflicting times with

the other college teams in the state.
“Michigan, Michigan State and
Notre Dame usually do not have their
games at night, so this is great for
Grand Valley so we don’t lose fans who
would rather watch those games on tel
evision instead of attending our games,”
Odejewski said.
Another reason why Grand Valley
has made the switch is to try to avoid a
conflict with other family activities.
“We have noticed that many active
families have a lot of other activities
going on in the afternoon, such as
maybe soccer games and other events.
We just think it is more convenient for
families to attend our games at night,
because there are usually less activities
going on at around 7 p.m.,” Odejewski
said.
Odejewski said that one of their
main focuses is to promote an event that
is inexpensive, while it still promotes
family enjoyment.
“With the night games, I think we
have been able to accomplish more of a
enjoyable atmosphere. We have had a
lot of corporate outings and the fire
works have been a nice addition at the

end of games also,” Odejewski said.
The Lakers had fireworks at the end of
three games in the 2001 season.
Finally, one of the most important
reasons for the night games has been
the increased involvement of students.
Odejewski said that the student
attendance has increased a great deal.
“We have seen attendance figures
really improve. Our student sales were
the best ever last season, in fact,” he
said.
Grand Valley student Byron Smith
said he really enjoys attending the night
football games more than the afternoon
games.
“The night games really remind me
of high school football games. It just
seems that the crowd is livelier at night,
and watching a game is a lot more fun.
I guess the only bad thing is that the
temperatures are colder at night, but
other than that, I really like the games in
the evening,” Smith said.
So for 2002 and beyond, Grand
Valley fans can expect to watch the
Laker stars on the football field, while
at the same time, the stars are in the sky.
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Next year Laker football players and fans will watch the games under the lights.
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Tennis team loses but defeats fifth-ranked team
The duo was able to knock Northwood’s
Marcus Kaempfer and Oskars Vaskis 8-6.
Kaempfer and Vaskis were the No. 5 ranked
doubles team in the country.
"1 knew they had it in them (Fairchild
and Early)," Mattson said. "It was nice to see
them realize it for themselves halfway
through the match that they actually had a
chance to pull off the upset," Mattson said.
Mattson says the team did not look a bit
rusty despite having last week off for spring
break.
The Lakers are currently ranked 10th in
the Great Lakes region and take on Grand
Rapids Community College at 4 p.m. on
Monday at River View before facing sixthranked Wayne State on Saturday at 10 a.m.
The team will be focusing on doubles in

Tim Carpenter
Grand Valley Lanthorn

The men’s tennis team suffered a heavy
defeat to Northwood 8-1 at the Riverview
Sports Complex on Tuesday.
The Wildcats, the topped ranked team in
the Great Lakes region, handed the Lakers
(1-1) their first loss of the season.
“Our guys were a little tight coming into
the match, but Northwood is just an overall
solid team," head coach Scott Mattson said.
"They are really good at applying pressure
against their opponents."
The Lakers only win was from Weston
Fairchild and Desmond Early at No. 1 dou
bles.
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people," said Dee Wallace, team
treasurer.
"What we hope to accomplish is
to form a bond with them friendshipwise along with helping out
in their time of need, because
their program is so needed for
handicapped children who are in
physical or emotional need. It is
actually a great experience for
team bonding as well."
Overall, the club is proud of
their accomplishments, but are
looking forward to expansion in
both membership and facilities.
"Our future goals are that we
attain a bam close to campus so
that we can have riding facilities
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preparation for the upcoming matches.
Mattson might also make a few position
changes in singles.
"The match against Wayne is going to be
a big match for us," Mattson said. "We are
both equally matched teams."
The women have a couple upcoming
matches scheduled as well. The Lakers will
be hitting the road, facing University of
Indianapolis on April 12 and the University
of Southern Indiana on March 13.
The matches were scheduled in hopes of
improving their No. 7 ranking in the Great
Lakes region for a possible invite to the
Division II National Tournament.
More scheduled matches are currently in
the works, including a possible face-off
against Ferris State.
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continued from page 10

so we can practice and also hold
shows of our own for the IHSA
circuit," said Alissa Holmes,
president of the Equestrian
Club.
"It would also help with our
studies of horses for a equine
program at Grand Valley that
students and others would like
to see happen. We would also
like to have an increase in num
bers, hopefully a bam would
help do this."
If people have questions,
would like to make donations
for the club or the Equine
Center, or are interested in learn
ing more about the team they
should either e-mail the
Equestrian Club Holmaa@student.gvsu.edu or call 895-1188.
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On-campus job recruiters increase at GVSU
m On-campus
interviewers say the
job search can
never start too
soon..

Dr. Gregg Dimkoff
Finance Department
Seidman School of Business

• As a finance
professor, how do you
personally pick individual
stocks?
-Al • It’s a lot of work,
made easier for me by the
fact that finance is my
profession. It requires time,
good record keeping, and a
genuine interest in investing.
We can choose from among
several thousand companies,
but no one can follow them
all, nor even come close.
I personally follow 40-50
stocks, but own only about
15. There are all sorts of
companies that may be
outstanding investments, but
I will never know about them
because I don’t have the time
to find out. It’s that way for
everyone. So instead, I
follow only certain industries
and firms.
How do I decide which
ones? For starters, I follow
all publicly traded firms in
West Michigan. That’s a nobrainer because I read about
them in the Press, hear about
them on radio and TV, and
know people who work for
them.
My advice for anyone
interested in buying
individual stocks is to do the
same — begin by following a
few local companies. As you
get to understand them, you
will know what’s good and
what’s bad for their stock
prices.
Also, I never buy a stock if
I don’t understand the
industry or the company. Did
you happen to see the TV
commercial for Ameritrade (a
brokerage firm) where a guy
bought Zipgen stock because
he overheard a distinguished
moneybags type old guy
recommending it to a friend?
Upon leaning that the
younger guy bought Zipgen,
the old geezer congratulates
him, pointing out that the
Martians from Vector 7 will
be pleased.
In other words, the old
geezer was insane, and so are
others who buy a stock
without understanding its
market, competitors,
products, and so on.
Otherwise, they’re gambling,
not investing.
I also follow a few stocks
only because they were
recommended to me, or I
read about them. I don’t
usually trust anyone’s
recommendation, but at least
my interest is peaked for a
while.
I always have a list of 5-10
stocks that I think are good
buys, and at some point I
may buy. I try to buy when
the price is lower than what
has been the trend.
Usually the price is lower
because the market as a
whole is depressed (as from
9-11 or a general economic
slowdown). If the top
executives and products are
great, the lower price won’t
last long.
Finance profs have looked
for proof that individuals can
consistently beat the market
with their stock picks.
Despite decades of research,
we haven’t found proof that
this can be done. It’s even
worse than that. After
figuring in brokerage fees,
income taxes, the average
person’s propensity to chum
their holdings, virtually no
one consistently out performs
the market. And for those
few who seem to, it may be
random luck.
After all, with over 80
million investors, someone’s
performance will look great,
just as out of 80 million coin
tossers, someone will end up
with 10 heads in a row.
That’s the randomness of it.
Though the evidence is
overwhelming, it doesn’t stop
us from trying.

Send your questions to
Professor Dimkoff, 444 DEV,
or dimkoffft@ftvsu.edu.

T

Kathy Bourdon, Downtown editor
downtown&lanthorn. com

Paul Murray
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Walgreens, Cintas, Target,
Sherwin-Williams, Enterprise
Rent-a-Car, and State Farm are
just a few of the employers
participating in the March job
interviews at the Pew Campus
Student Services office.
On-campus
recruitment
interviewing runs throughout
the full academic year, said
Grand Valley State University
Career
Services
Director
Charleen Hayes-Joseph, but
with a slack-off set to occur after
mid-April
as
graduation
approaches.

"There are naturally a lot
fewer interviews going on
during the summer because
there’s fewer students around,"
Hayes-Joseph said. "But there
are some recruiters who do
come on campus during the
summer, and we try to direct
them to set up display tables in
high traffic areas where students
will see them."
She said despite the
recession, the total number of
on-campus
employment
recruiters has actually increased
slightly this past academic year
compared with the late 1990s
economic boom times.
Final figures on the total
number of on-campus recruiters
scheduled this past year will not
be made public until after they
are presented to President Mark
Murray.
However, Hayes-Joseph said
that the number will be slightly
higher than the 120 recruiters on
campus during the 1998-1999
academic year and the 124

recruiters on campus during the
1999-2000 academic year, the
time
frames
generally
considered to be the boom times
apex when the national
unemployment rate was at or
below 4 percent.
What does Hayes-Joseph
advise?
"Start your job search early,
research potential employers,
network as many markets as you
can,
stay
positive,
and
understand the skill sets you can
promote," she said.
As always, even in the best of
times, students looking for jobs
in business fare best if they have
degrees in business, economics,
accounting, finance or a related
field, Hayes-Joseph said.
Liberal arts majors have had a
harder time securing good
positions during the recession,
and must be prepared to
supplement classroom work
with experience to attract
employer’s interest.
"Liberal arts majors need to

emphasize their job experience,
get internship experience, do
volunteer work,
whatever
demonstrates specific skills and
qualifications that employers are
looking for," Hayes-Joseph said.
"You need to have a sense of
focus, a specific skills set."
Hayes-Joseph’s
comments
were echoed by Walgreens
Corporate Trainer Steve Van
Dusen at the recent summer job
fair, "We usually look for
business and economics-type
majors but we do hire all
majors," VanDusen said.
"We look for experience in a
retail setting, a restaurant, a
department store, something
that’s a seven-day-a-week
operation because that’s what
we are. Our drug stores are open
weekends and holidays."
In the final analysis, according
to VanDusen, "A degree,
whatever the major, is just a sign
that you can learn and that you
can complete a program."
Other
recruiters
also

emphasized being able and
willing to complete a training
program after graduation.
"We’re hiring for sales
management trainee positions,"
Enterprise Recruiting Manager
Cindy Brown said. "A person
could be a philosophy major and
be considered if that individual
has sales capabilities."
"We accept resumes from all
majors, it just depends on the
person," Denny’s Restaurants
Manager Patrick Hickson said.
"We’re a service business, so we
look for people who can service
our customers."
Hayes-Joseph emphasized that
the businesses which recruit on
campus usually have budgets for
that purpose, and that many
excellent
companies
may
choose not to recruit on campus.
"Some companies use other
techniques (than on-campus
interviewing) to hire, such as
ads," she said. "So personal
research is still very important in
a job search."
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Kathy Bourdon
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As WGVU-TV’s Laker sport show,
GV Sports, season comes to an end,
so will the many hours of hard work
it took the cast and crew over the
school year to give the show its new
look and added viewer value.
"It’s more up tempo and in your
face," said Ryan Slocum, the show’s
associate producer, field reporter and
writer.
Last summer Slocum and the
show’s host Steve Lloyd decided it
was time for a change and asked the
cast and crew to contribute two ideas
for the show’s upcoming year.

"Everyone just took a section and
went with it," Slocum said.
This season the cast and crew have
managed to fristall new editing
machines
and
update
other
equipment, design a new logo, create
and revamp the set used for taping
and put together a new opening for
the show.
"The hardest part is making it
different every week, so it’s not
repetitive," Slocum said.
He has spent the majority of his
time this year putting together
"packages" that spotlight GVSU
players, sports and coaches,
something that was done once in a
while last season verses every week

this season.
"It’s exactly what I’m going to be
doing after I graduate," said Slocum,
who is ready to take that experience
and move forward in his broadcast
career after he finishes his degree
this year.
But there is one thing that worries
Slocum: the future
of
____ ______
Sports.
After
all
the
hard
work
that’s
gone
in to
making the show
what it is, many of
its production assistants will be
graduating this year, leaving open
positions and the future of GV Sports
in someone else’s hands, Slocum
said.
"I really don’t know who’s going to

fill the shoes," Slocum said.
Competing interest is one of the
many reasons it’s hard to get students
to volunteer for student-run projects
such as the GV Sports said Lawrence
Beery, a GVSU professor and
advisor for the Grand Valley
Lanthorn, GVSU’s student-run
newspaper.
"There have been many talented
people who'have slipped through the
Lanthorn’s fingers because they
can’t find the time to volunteer,"
Beery said. "And some would rather
be a slave to a car payment than get
the experience, and it’s too bad."
It takes 10 or more people to direct,
produce, edit and tape the studentrun show that’s taped at the Meijer
Broadcast Center downtown at the
Eberhard Center. The show airs
Mondays at 6 p.m. and is taped
Monday morning. If you are
interested working on the show’s
next season, contact WGVU-TV at
771-6666.

Grand Valley Lanthorn / Patrick Millard

(Top) Cameraman Jim Holland at work in the WGVU studio.
(Left) Emily Maurin and Ben Isbell works on the WGVU morning
sports show.
(Right) Cameraman Brendon Tapp operating a WGVU camera

Eats & Treats
at Cooker

What's
Thomas Skuzinski

Grand Valley Ijmthom
Like so many of its kind, Cooker Bar and
Grille—just north of the 1-96 expressway on
Alpine—is a combination restaurant/ bar with
two distinct sides. On the one hand, weekend
evenings find the place packed with a mostly
younger crowd of theatergoers, with Star
Theatre being literally just around the comer. On
the other hand, weekdays are relatively quiet
and laid back, making it perfect for good
conversation or even studying.
In both cases, the atmosphere is basically
dark woods accented with warm tones and soft
lighting, and the style is contemporary
American. The background music hits a high
note with favorites like Sinatra easing you into a
relaxed mood. Overall, Cooker chooses to keep
its appearance simple and buttoned-down.
The biggest difference between weekends
and weekdays is the food and the waiting times.
At peak times, the downside is long waits, but
luckily you can call ahead to be placed on the
wait list for parties of five or less. The upside is

f

the quality of the food, which seems to just taste
better in general. The produce is a little crisper,
the meats are prepared more to order, and
despite the crowd, the delivery is more prompt.
At off times, the crowd is thinner and you
won’t have to make reservations, but the meals
are more hit or miss and you might actually wait
longer for delivery. And one more thing about
the food: Things tend to be on the spicy side,
even when you would not expect it. Many of the
side dishes, even the green beans, will make you
very glad for the sour cream on your baked
potato. If you like some zest, then enjoy, but if
you do not. then just be sure to ask about your
order (and remember that what one person calls
spicy another person might not)
Fortunately, the prices are fair and the
rtions are ample. Appetizers range from under
portk
_ to $9. sandwiches fall in roughly the same
$6
range, and entrees are from $10 to $17. The
menu has plenty of selections, and like the
restaurant itself, tends to lean toward basic
American fare. Your best bet is to stick to the
steaks and burgers, but don’t expect to be
impressed by the appetizers or the sides.

Grand Rapids Symphony
gives students bargain
Thomas Skuzinski
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Ever sit around wondering
what tickets to the Grand
Rapids Symphony are going
for these days? Maybe not, but
if you are a Grand Valley State
University student then it’s
cheaper than most movie
tickets.
As part of the Symphony’s
Student Passport Program,
tickets are available for certain
concerts for $5 each with a
limit of two per student
passport. If you aren’t able to
purchase tickets ahead, then
you can get a 50 percent
discounted rate at the door.
Currently, this program
applies to the Casual Classics
on Thursday evenings, the

Coffee Classics on Friday
mornings, and the regular
Classical Concerts.
Even if you doubt that
classical music is your kind of
thing, you might be surprised.
The Grand Rapids Symphony
always offers an engaging
performance, and with the
discount you might find
yourself coming back for
more.
The application for the
Student Passport is available at
101B DeVos Center (the
Student Services Office) or at
the Symphony ticket office.
Information on other discounts
is under the "campuses" link
(then "GR discounts") on the
GVSU home page, and more
details on the Grand Rapids
Symphony
are
on
www.grsymphony.org.
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CHAMBER
continued from page 1
expect that there will be more
commercial
activity
in
Allendale in the coming years,
making it that much more
attractive to live on campus in
Allendale.”
The
Allendale
Area
Chamber of Commerce seems
committed to helping Grand
Valley in their venture to
become a residential campus.
“We don’t have two com
munities, we have one,”
President of the Allendale Area
Chamber of Commerce Amy
Modderman said.
The Allendale and Grand
Valley communities may also be
looking at more partnerships
with internships and entertain
ment.

SLOC
continued from page 10
given to the best all around
sporting school, and I’m going
to tell you straight out, this
would not be possible without
these teams. This year’s
women’s cross country team
scored major points, winning
the GLIAC title and finishing
fifth in the country at the nation
al meet. Then in the winter sea
son, both the men’s and
women’s indoor track teams

“There are so many opportu
nities here in the Allendale area,
that you shouldn’t have to trav
el an hour to do an internship,”
said Lynell J. Shooks, legisla
tive assistant to Senator Leon
Stille and Grand Valley State
alumni. “There is so much that
you can learn, and the Allendale
business community could learn
so much from new ideas coming
in, and just having an extra hand
to help out.”
President Murray seems to
reaffirm the opportunity of
more internships in Allendale as
well as the surrounding areas.
“I'd like to see more intern
ship opportunities in general,”
Murray said. “I would hope that
Allendale would be a part of
such expanded opportunities,
but the bulk of internship oppor
tunities will probably remain in

more populated areas like
Grand Rapids, Muskegon and
Holland.”
Most people seemed to be
content and inspired by the talk
given by Grand Valley State
University’s president.
“I think President Murray
brings a fresh perspective and
an idea of creating a community
and fostering that community,”
Shooks said. “ He does not look
at it as just Grand Valley, he is
looking at it as a West Michigan
thing and I think he will tap into
untapped resources, and will
really bring the two together.”
“In five years I would like
everyone to have the vision that
we are one community, not two
separate communities...Grand
Valley will be a family within
the community of Allendale,”
Modderman said.

took home the GLIAC titles for
the third year in a row. Coach
Jerry Baltes and his athletes
have done an awesome job and
it is only going to get better
from here.
And finally, I want to talk
about the wrestling team. Now
some say they do not count
because they are a club team,
but those people are naive. The
fact of the matter is this team
has brought home the only two
national championships in
Grand Valley State history and

has put Allendale on the map
while doing it.
Anyone who’s anyone in
wrestling knows who Grand
Valley State is, and where the
program is headed. The team
has even grabbed the attention
of Division I powerhouse pro
grams like Iowa and Olympic
greats Rulan Gardener and Tom
Brands. If anyone is getting the
word out about Laker athletics
it is the grapplers, in fact, all
these athletes do, that is why I
am singing their song.

Sometimes we have to
clown around too...
Look for the
Lantoon this
month!

hicN school students wfc* fre
quently go out in the...
more likely to abuse drugs. This
(U-WIRB) ANN ARBOR. period also proved tu be an
Mich. - Memorie* of keg parties, important time for setriug vriuea
dancing, drags, drinking games during the college yearn*
ISR social psychologist
and loud music become distant
memories upon graduation, Jerald Bachman said he hopes
according to a new University of the study's findings will be used
to develop drug and alcohol pre
Michigan study.
Results of this year's vention programs for young
Monitoring the Future study, adults. He said students should
conducted by the Institute for have something else to do other
Social Research, showed that than just hang out.
"Implications for prevention
partying, drinking and drug use
declined among students when may be to continue the quest for
youth to spend their time tutor
they reach 30 years of age.
The study states that 52 per ing younger children, being care
cent of men and 48 percent of givers for die disabled, and vol
women at age 18 went out in the unteers in the community,"
evening three or more times a Bachman said.
Tom Hedrick, vice chairman
week. But by the age of 31 or 32,
and
co-founder of Partnership
only 15 percent of men and 11
percent of women still go out for a Drug-Free America, said
the results from the study are
that often.
The decrease in partying as invaluable.
"I can say without equivoca
well as drug and alcohol con
sumption is correlated with age tion that Monitoring the Future
«*1 adult responsibilities, such is the most important benchmark
aT marriage and children. While in terms of what trends are hap
ptirticipants in the study demon pening in substance abuse and
strated sharp decline in sub why they are occurring,"
stance use after marriage, parent Hedrick said. "(It) gives us a
hood proved to have an even benchmark and a report card on
how we are doing in the sub
greater effect
The study also indicates that stance abuse field."
Since the Monitoring the

April &tokt
Michigm Otfly (U. MicUgm)

STUDIES
continued from page 1
opportunity to learn the lan
guage. It is a wonderful way to
get inside the culture.”
Grand Valley student Anna
Kramer is a history major and
believes it is very important for
Grand Valley to have the Middle
Eastern studies program.
“We have Middle Eastern
students, we should know each
other,” she said.

Interested students are cur
rently take classes such as Intro
to Middle Eastern Studies; MES
399, which is a simulation of the
Model Arab League; Arabic; and
MES 380.
“MES 380 is a preparation
for students that are going to
Egypt in June,” Goode said.
Becka Duffey, a junior at
Grand Valley, said that often
America’s youth don’t pay atten
tion to a lot of things going on in
other parts of the world.

egan fit 1975, it
Attjtoftfiofdataon
_ J3ftj000 students in
pubifc a«4 private secondary
fdhpols throughout the United
Staten.
and his co-authors
analyzed and published the data
in forir book, "Decline of
Subataaoe Dae in Young
Adulthood:
in Social
Activities, Roles, and Beliefs."
The challenge is sorting
through a number of explanatory
pathways for substance abuse.
Bachman said.
"Part of it is simply the
teaching. Most religions discour
age substance abuse and encour
age
other
religious
activities,"Bachman said.
"I hope that our results help
to inform a broad range of peo
ple in society - including par
ents and policy makeh - about
what American young people are
like and how they are changing,”
said University social scientist
Lloyd Johnson in a written state
ment. Johnson also is a co-author
of Bachman's book. "I particu
larly hope that our results assist
educators, professionals, and
legislators to develop more
effective programs and policies,"
he added.
“Before Sept. 11 nobody
knew where Afghanistan was on
the map,” she said. “I think it is
sad.”
Congress has shown a large
increase in interest in foreign
language
programs.
They
approved a record increase of 26
percent, $98.5 million, for the
Department of Education pro
grams that support foreign study,
and President Bush has also pro
posed another $4 million
increase in his 2003 budget.

It's good to poke fun!

The 5th annual
areers in Communications
Wednesday, March 27, 2002
1:00 to 5:00 p.m.

Informational Fair
Panel Presentation, Cook DeWitt Center

1:00 to 2:00 p.m.
"Meet and Greet" with Industry Employers,

Henry Hall Atrium, 2:00 to 5:00 p.m.

Considering a major in the communication field?
Come and discuss your options with Professionals.
Opportunity to network.

Come be a part of an award winning
team, with friendly staff, flexible hours,
great opportunities and experience.
Looks great on a resume. Training to
start immediately for the 2002-2003 team.

Panel Participants
Rob Wagley, General Sales Manager, W-Lite and the River
Steve Westphal, Advertising Director, GR Press and President of Ad
Club of West Michigan
Karen Kleinheksel, Video Editor/Production Services and President of
the Mid-Michigan chapter of The Media Communications AssociationInternational
Chad Ferguson, Senior Writer/Production, WZZM 13
Kelley Campbell, Director of Communications, West Michigan
American Red Cross
Tim Penning MA, APR. GVSU Faculty, School of Communications

The Grand Valley Lanthom

Hiring Now for
Business Manager:

'Supervises and directs over all
business operations

Employer Participants
Ad Club of West Michigan
American Red Cross West Central Ml
Business Update
Clear Channel Radio
Fox 17 WXMI
GRTV
MCAI Mid-Michigan Chapter
McGraw-Hill Children's Publishing

MLBA Publishing
Regent Communications
Structure Interactive
Trillion Digital/Lawrence Productions
WGVU
WZZM-13
Zondervan

Sponsored by GVSU student chapters of Public Relations Student Society of
America and the American Advertising Federation, and Career Services.

•Budget development
•Payroll and circulation
•Up to 25 hours per week

Webmaster:
•Develop and maintain website
•Work's together with Editor in Chief
and Managing Editor
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downloading in addition to
copyrighted music.
Uses of these alternative
sites have gone up 49.2 percent
since Napster closed.
Almost 7 million users
music file-share from these
sites, since August 2001,
according to Jupiter Media
Metrix, an Internet researching
firm.
Last month, the Record
Industry Association and the
Motion Picture Association of
America filed suit against
Consumer Empowerment BV,

continued from page 3
a halt, when Metallica defeated
Napster, an Internet music filesharing site, in court. It forced
the company to shut down it's
Internet music file-sharing serv
ices because it was threatening
music sales.
In response to this, other
file-sharing services, such as
Morpheus, Audio galaxy satel
lite, Kazak, and iMesh, have
been popping up all over the
web and now allow movie

WGS

said, “I think the strong point of
the festival was the support and
turnout it received.”
“This support really goes to
show that women and gender
studies, curriculum such as
WGS and endeavors such as the
Women’s Center are worth
while. The hard work of GVSU
and the need for continuing sup
port at this campus cannot be
denied.”
Junior psychology/Spanish
major Kelli Blanchard attended
the panel that included “Alcohol
Abuse Prevention,” “Nature and
Chains,” and “Gender and
Money: An Activist Approach.”
Her only complaint was that
the festival was under-promot
ed, as she had only heard of it
the day of the event.
Blanchard said “the overall
message of the festival - the fact
that women’s issues need to be
addressed, with this festival,
these issues are being brought
into focus” was definitely the
strong point of the festival.

continued from page 1
kinds of things that push us
from one role to another, from
burnout to detachment to mar
ginalization," Burke said.
‘‘We had a full half hour of
audience participation where
audience members shared their
stories, tactics, and experiences
in activism. It was a great dis
cussion. The audience seemed
to enjoy participating, and it
sparked, if nothing else, various
systems of support for women
activists.”
Festival attendees also thor
oughly enjoyed the festival.
Pam Clay, a junior biomed
ical sciences major, said that the
festival was “well organized,
very encouraging” and that it
portrayed an “optimistic atti
tude.”
After attending a panel enti
tled “The Mothers of Plaza de
Mayo: Women and Activism in
Contemporary Argentina,” Clay

MusicCity Net works Inc. and
Grokster Inc., the owners of
music file-sharing services
Kazaa, Morpheus and Grokster,
and are hoping to put an end to
music file-sharing, according to
Yale Daily News.
According to statements on
Napster’s Web site, a new ver
sion of the services will be
coming back into the picture
very soon.
GVSU will abide by the law
and will wait and see if record
companies put the law in place.
Korzinek said.

about
something

Artery

or>

caftfxjr?

editorial@lanthorn.com

DRINK
continued from page 3
30 days was at 18 percent, down
from 27 percent previously.
Drinking once or more in the
past two weeks was at 11 per
cent, down from 16 percent, and
students who rode with a driver
after they had consumed alcohol
was at 27 percent, down from 33
percent in previous years.
Jounker said he believes pre
vention programs in the middle
and high schools are definitely
helping to bring down the num
bers.
“We have the Ottawa County
Health Department which
comes in to help educate the
kids, and we have the STAND
program in the middle school,
SADD chapter in the high
school, as well as several other
programs,” Jounker said.
Harper said most teenagers
get alcohol from their parents or
their friend’s parents.
“I don’t think there is a kid
in this country that can’t get
alcohol if they want it,” she said.
“They don’t realize that starting
to drink at the age of 13 makes
them four times as likely to

become addicted and spend the
rest of their lives not drinking
because they are addicted.
That’s hard to do in our society.”
Harper said one of the most
threatening effects of alcohol is
damage to the brain in
teenagers.
“The brain doesn’t finish
developing until you reach 21,
22 or even 25 years of age,” she
said.
“The alcohol affects the
frontal lobe where you develop
maturity, organizational skills,
control impulses and set priori
ties, therefore you could be 25
years old and still act like you
are 14 or 15.”
Harper said the electrical
activity in the brain slows down
and the ability to learn is greatly
depleted.
“If you look at a MRI scan of
the brain, the brain of a drinker
looks like a sponge- little holes
start to appear everywhere,”
Harper said: “Those who don’t
drink have a solid brain mass.
“One of the biggest reasons
kids are getting addicted earlier
is that a lot will combine drugs
and alcohol.
They combine cocaine and
alcohol or alcohol with energy

drinks.
Therefore kids may drink
more in a Five year period than
people previously have drank in
15 years,” Harper said.
Harper said that she hopes
underage drinkers will see the
statistics and realized that they
are “playing with Fire." Thai’s
one of the main focuses of the
ALERT labs.
“If you ask most college
women about their first sexual
experience, almost all will say
they were drunk,” she said.
“Also people that drink fairly
heavily are six times more likely
to have unprotected sex. Then
you have the risk of getting a
STD or HIV.”
The Columbia University
study concluded that “teenagers
who drink are seven times likeli
er to engage in sex and twice as
likely to have sex with four or
more partners than those who do
not.”
Researchers of the study also
determined that high schoolers
who drink are five times likelier
to drop out of school.
Harper estimated that the
risk is just as high for college
students.

NOW LEASING

Country Place Apts.

Island Heat

4 Bedroom/2 Bath

Located in Family Fare Plaza

2 Story
1250 sq. ft.
Laundry Facility on site
Stove/Refrigerator
10507 48th. Ave
across from Ihe
Meadows golf course

Pennine's

Pizza
Hour f,‘

•T'il/S. 4pT-11CT

30pm

ri6" CHEESE PIZZA ir

topping

10" PIZZA

t Pepptno s Pizza Coupon

| | topping

expires S/31/02 ^ ^ Pepptno's Pizza Coupon

Brand New Construction
J*:.

.\r

4 Bedroom/21/2 Bath

1600 sq. ft.

ft 50" =*$*199!
.TAX

Hillcrest Townhouses
3 Story Townhouse

BIGGER SIZE, BETTER PIZZA

^
^

Cable/Phone hook up in each apt.

AUTHENTIC
ITALIAN STYLE
CUISINE

Fi' 4D'r,-1?aTi
Son 4 30pT-l1rrr
Luncn TnufS -Fn 11 arr-1

DELIVERY MM
AVAILABLE!^

| $1 for each
. additional

Central Air Conditioning

(616) 895-6060
4647 Lake MI Drive

895-4308

ii

Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal

.TAX

j

expires 5/31/02

Washer/Dryer in each unit
Stove/Refrigerator
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal

DlLL6NBeCK'S
> '0[Q)\<D:
COFF«HOUSC
SXNDWICH6S • SOUPS • D£SS£RJS
Quiet Place to Study
Smoke Free Environment
6/10 of a Mile from Downtown Campus
Grata Bus Stop Across the Street
Free Parking
Monday - Thursday

"Best coffee in Grand Rapids"

6:30am-9:00pm

-Grand Rapids Press

Friday - Saturday
1059 W Fulton
Grand Rapids
458-5716

6:30am-1100pm

Sunday
9:30am-4:00pm

Central Air Conditioning
Cable/Phone/Internet hook up in each

OTTAWA CREEK
APARTMENTS

Near GVSU, spacious 1&2 bedroom apts, special low
rates, 9 month lease, central air, dishwasher, garbage
disposal, coin-op laundry, new basketball court.

Stay the summer and get 1/2 off summer rent.
OPEN HOUSE March 23rd & 24th, 12PM - 3PM
bag of chips
anda

medium fountain drink

IS

MARKETPLACE

Grand Valloy Lanthorn
Thursday, March 21, 2002

Ad Rates for Students,
Faculty and Staff
Classified rates for students, fac
ulty and staff: First 20 words, $3
minimum charge, then 10 cents per
additional word, payable in
advance.
To boldface, underline, italicize or
capitalize words in your classified,
add 10 cents per word. To box an

FOR SALE
For Sale:
TI-83 Graphing
Calculator. New!! Never used, still
in packaging. Paid $90 will take
best offer. Call Stacy 574-3431.
(3/21)
Two N’Sync tickets for sale for Van
Andel arena April 2nd. Selling for
face value. Call 895-1985. (3/28)

BIRTHDAYS
Birthday Notices
Wish your friend a happy day. Tell
the world for just 15 cents per word,
$3 minimum, paid in advance at the
Lanthorn office, 100 Commons.
Deadline is noon Monday for that
week’s issue, (tf)

ad: $2.00 extra. Deadline is 10
am Monday for that week's issue.
Phone, Fax and Hours
Telephone 616-095*2460, or leave
a message on our after-hours
answering machine. Fax number is
616-695*2465. Office hours: 94,
Monday through Friday.

A National Company in Walker has
a Fulltime, Direct Hire, Warehouse
position on 1st and 2nd shift!! They
offer Excellent Benefits, Medical,
and Dental, Tuition Reimbursement,
Holiday, Vacation, Disability and
much More. Starting wages are
$10.50-$11.50 with Annual increas
es. Applicants must be team orient
ed, have the ability to work in a fast
pace warehouse environment and
Excellent Work Ethics. Does this
sound like a job for you? Call
Therese at Express Personnel or
Fax your resume. EOE.
Phone: (616)281-0611
Fax: (616)281-1737 (3/21)

Help Wanted

CLUBS

College students living in Grand
Rapids area for summer employ
ment, outdoor work $7-10/hr. Call
Chad @ 616-893-2054 (4/4)

Fraternities * Sororities * Clubs
* Student Groups

NEWSPAPER DISTRIBUTORS
WANTED
Positions available:

Earn $1,000-$2,000 with the
easy Campusfmder.com threehour fundraising event. Does not

Downtown Distribution Assistant
Needed ASAP, work 2 hours
Thursday morning, before 10 am
and make $30. Must have own
transportation.

involve credit card applica
tions. Fundraising dates are fill
ing quickly, so call today! Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at (888)
923-3238, or visit www.campusfundraiser.com. (4/4)

Circulation Manager (Allendale
Campus)
For next year, work 3 hours,
Thursday morning before 10am and
make $50.

EMPLOYMENT

Allendale Distribution Assistant

Extra Cash
Flexible hours,
Team environment, money
motivated (1099) Call (616)
285-9252. (4/4)

For next year, work 3 hours
Thursday morning before 10 am
and make $30.
Applications available at 100
Commons, just stop by and ask!

Country Cricket Child Care.
Standale, Grandville Schools open
ings 6 mths. & up. Reasonable
hourly rater. References available. 9
yrs. experience 4 c’s food program.
Call 453-0983 (3/28)

$250 A DAY POTENTIAL
Bartending. Training provided. 1800-293-3985 ext. 119(4/11)

ATHLETIC * OUTGOING
Privately owned health and fitness
company seeks competitive, athlet
ic minded individuals with great
people skills for several areas.
(1099) Call (616) 464-3494. (3/28)

Female student needed to care for 6
year old boy in my home over
the summer. Light housework and
transporting son to activities
are also needed. Hours are approx
imately 630am-530pm Wednesday
and Friday, and 630am-230pm Tues
and Thurs. Will provide room and
board and $ 125/week. Call Teresa
at 669-0186 or 748-7185. (3/28)

FUN & OUTGOING
Seeking young self-motivated indi
viduals, earn between $2,000$5,000 a month DOQ, part and full
time areas available and various
flexible hours, rapid advancement.
1099 Call 464-1900 (4/4)

POSITIVE ATTITUDE. Business is
booming for energetic individuals
with good people skills. High $$,
Rapid Advancement. (1099) Call
464-1900. Ask for Melissa. (3/28)

The Fowler Center
Summer Camp for Children and
Adults with Special Needs
June 10 August 16

Psychometrist:
Responsible for
the administration and scoring of
neuropsychological tests in a clini
cal setting near WMU campus.
Requires knowledge of test proto
cols, scoring procedures, and basic
understanding of test norms. Prefer
familiarization
with
neurological/psychological disor
ders. Must be tenacious, detail ori
ented, and able to work with
impaired adults/children.
Also
requires good writing skills, initia
tive, and ability to work as a team.
Willing to train the right person. Fax
letter & resume to 375-8292. (3/28)

Setks Applicants t'yr
Counselors
Outdoor Education
Barn A Organic Garden
Equestrian Instructor
Creative Arts
Sports A Recreation
Llfegaurds
Outdoor Living
Nurses
Make a difference in tomeone '* life
Barrier free recreation for all
Call 989 673-2050

Email e'<rtnmfAlhtf«*1tntnitr>en
Write: 2315 Harmon Lake Rd.
Mayville. Ml 48744

Marketing Position
Work your own hours
Make up to $30/hr.
Call (616) 293-8444. (4/11)

Standard of Acceptance
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
reserves the right to edit or reject
any advertisement at any time and
to place all advertisements under
proper classification.

Advertising Classifications:
Automotive
Birthdays

EARN $1,000 FOR YOUR GROUP
Work on campus to raise money for
your student group or organization,
make your own schedule and earn
$5 per application. Please call 1800-808-7450. (4/11)

Employment
For Sale
Housing
Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Notices
Personals
Roommates
Services
Wanted

Advertising Deadlines
The copy deadline for dassNld
advertising is at noon on Monctey;
classified display advertising dead
line is 10 a.m. Monday. Bring or
send your copy to the Grand Valey
Lanthorn, 100 Commons.
All classifieds must be paid in
advance, thank you, until credit is
established.

commercial nates
Classified word ads:First 20
words, $6 minimum charge, then
20 cents per additional word,
payable in advance.
To boldface, italicize or capitalize
words in your classified, add 10
cents per word. To box an ad:
$2.00 extra. Classified display rate
is $8.50 per column inch.

Roommate needed: Large New
Home in Allendale. Share with two
females. Non-smoker. $300/month
plus utilities. Please call 893-5669.
(3/28)

Single Copies

Meet Your Companion

of the Grand Valley Lanthorn are
free of charge. Additional copies are
available at 25 cents each. 100
Commons, GVSU, Allendale, Ml
49401. (tf)

1-900-267-3300 X8157
$2.99 per minute, must be 18,
serve-you 619-645-8434.

LOST & FOUND
Business Managing Position open
ing at Lanthorn for next year. Need
person who is Reliable and
Organized. Approximately $165/wk.
Possible summer hours. Fill out
application at Lanthorn office (100
Commons).

Reader’s Caution
Found: One Necklace outside of
Lake Michigan Hall
To claim Please call:
(616)896-7084-home or (616)6358904 - cell (3/28)

The Lanthorn is seeking essays,
very short stories, poetry and opin
ion columns that relate to campus
issues and themes. Humor pieces
especially wanted. E-mail the editor
at editorial@lanthorn.com (tf)

HOUSING
Duplexes for Rent:
One four bedroom and one five bed
room. Call 837-8277 ask for Hank.
Summer and winter available.
(3/21)
3 bedroom mobile home for sale.
1.5 bath, new floors, countertops,
carpet. Asking $9,000. Close to
GVSU. Call 892-9488. (3/21)

RETAIL SERVICES

Student Organizations
Free

Writers get published and get paid.

Ads appearing on this page may
involve a charge for phone calls,
booklets, information, CODs, etc.
Reply with caution, (tf)

Tell your lover you love ’em. Wish a
friend good luck. Put it in writing.
Lanthorn “Personals" are only 15
cents per word, $3 minimum, paid in
advance at the Lanthorn, 100
Commons. Deadline is noon
Monday for that week’s issue, (tf)

Lost and Found ads are free, first
insertion, 25 words maximum. Email to lanthorn@gvsu.edu (tf)

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The Grand Valley Lanthorn offers
student organizations to promote
themselves through free announce
ments published as Club Notes in
the Laker Life section. E-mail your
information, 150-word limit, to lanthorn@gvsu.edu (tf)

Brian’s Books
Bigger. Better. Save more money on
you new and used books.
Downtown and near the watertower,
Allendale campus. 892-4170. (tf)

WANTED
Dillenbeck’s Coffeehouse serves sandwiches, soups, and
desserts. 10% off coffee drinks
with GVSU I D., Quiet place to
study, smoke free, and free
parking. GRATA Bus stop
across the street. Open
Monday - Thursday 6:30am9pm, Friday-Saturday 6:30am11pm, and Sunday 9:30am4pm. “Best coffee in Grand
Rapids." - Grand Rapids Press.
(All Year)

PERSONALS
News Tips
The Grand Valley Lanthorn editorial
staff appreciates your news tips and
story ideas. We’re not afraid to
investigate the difficult story or give
credit where it’s due. E-mail your tip
to lanthom@gvsu.edu (tf)

AUDREY:
Congratulations on your
engagement!
- the Lanthorn staff
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Roommate Wanted:
Looking for female roommate to live
with
this
summer
only,
at
Brookmeadow apts. In Grandville. 2
minutes away from the Rivertown
Crossing Mall. Please call Amy at
667-0772. (4/25)

Are you or do you know a cancer
survivor? Contact CARE club
atamericancancersociety@hotmail.com to find out more about
being honored at the Relay for Life
this April.

Take over my lease starting in
spring semester w/ option to sign on
for next year. C7 of Campus West
Townhouses. 2 stories wall all luxu
ries of home and more. Call Tom
Rossiter for an appointment. (616)892-7715 @ C7 Mon.-Thurs, or
(231 )-873-3432 @ home Thurs.Sun. (3/21)

NOTICES
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House for rent near new Grand
Rapids Campus. 3 Bedroom
$700/month & utilities. 1 1/2 month
deposit. Month to month rental
okay. Call 742-3844 during busi
ness hours.(3/21)

ACROSS
1. Comes against
6 '48 Hours" network
9. Germs
14 Pertaining to the cavity between
the eyes
15. Large North American deer
16. Card game
17. Remember the________
18 Old movie star Myrna
19. What one is straight as
20 A preserver
22. Campbell's products
23. An expression of contempt
24. Redden the skin
26. Sleeve type
30. Republic on island of Ceylon
34. Before
35 Bird perch
36 Decorative vase
37. Aura
38. Renders assistance
39. Pull along
40. Hotel parent company
41 Burlesque show
42 Plant fiber used to make rope
43 Abated
45. Remington__________
46 Got up
47. A constrictor
48 Kelp substance
51 Slang for clumsy people
57 Animals and plants of a region
58 Finish
59 Perfect
60 Belch
61._____ and reel
62. Lend_____
63. Machine
64.____and the family Stone
65. All done

Roommate
need
ASAP:
$200/month, (includes all utilities).
Near Eastown and downtown cam
pus. Own room. Available immedi
ately. Call Stacy. 574-3431. (3/21)

Roommate Needed
Looking for 1-2 female roommates
to share 2 bdrm apt, 7 min from
campus, in Jenison. Call Jill @ 4571159 (4/4)
House for rent near new Grand
Rapids Campus. 3 Bedroom
$700/month + utilities. 1 1/2 month
deposit, month to month rental
okay. Call 742-3844 during busi
ness hours. (3/21)

Roommate Wanted
Female roommate wanted to live at
York Town Creek Apartments. Only
15 min form Allendale and 7 min
from the pew campus. $262/month
plus utilities. Completely furnished.
Please call Amanda or Sarah at
785-9258. (3/21)

DOWN
1. Characteristic of obsessive people
2. Indonesian island
3. Government fly-boys
4 Not feral
5. Drool
6. Large violin
7. What one does with a tissue
8 What tall buildings do
9 Produced as seawater evaporates

Roommate wanted: Looking for
male roommate to share Country
Place Apartments with male and
two females. Please call 892-6627
for more details. (3/28)

10. Cadmus's sister (mythology)
11. Stocking color
12. Let fall
13. Makes one own clothes
21. A long time
25 Villain deserves this
26 Graduate degree
27. Declaim
28. Rhythmic swings
29 Sound like a cow
30 Characteristic of ice
31 Feed an infant
32. S. African village
33. What a con man has
35 Liberators
38 George Clooney
39. You need two of these for craps
41. Child in the first 28 days
42 Fixed in position

44. Bait and______
45 A drunk
47 Villain
48 Eve s second son
49 Italian change
50. Rich man's disease
52 Organic carbon compound

53.
54
55.
56

Yemamte Gulf
Heavy bluish-grey metal
Give off coherent light
Winter vehicle
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BRAND VALLEY LAMTHORN

Harvesting
Nature/

Top: The dead stump of a sugar maple
is used to show Meadowlawn
Elementary school second graders
how trees are tapped for maple sugar.
Blandford Nature Center volunteer
and guide Kathy Doyle shows the stu
dents the tools used and the cover for
the bucket to keep bugs and dirt from
the sap.
Directly Above: Kathy Doyle gives the
students a taste of the what the maple
sap tastes like before it is boiled down
into maple sugar and syrup.

Above: Students are shown a the way that maple sap was turned
into syrup and sugar when european settlers were first coming into
America. Large iron cauldrons were used to boil the water out of
the sugar rich sap. Depending on the heat of the fire and the
amount of sap, it could take as long as 8-12 hours to make one
batch.
Left: Volunteer Frank Phillips opens the door to the special woodburning stove used to make the syrup and sugar. The woodbuming stove is a more modem method for boiling down maple sap. It
takes 40 gallons of maple sap to make one gallon of maple sugar,
and one cord of wood to fuel the fire. One cord of wood is a pile
about six feet long and 3 feet high of chopped hard wood.

